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Rolette County .contains approximately 942 square miles in north-
central North Dakota (Tps. 159-164 N., Rs. 69-73 W.) adjacent to the 
Canadian border. It includes the southeastern part of the Turtle 
Mountains and part of the glacial Lake Souris basin. Basic lithologies 
recognized in the surface sediments were bedded clay, silt, sand, and 
gravel; and three types of non-bedded diamicton. These were combined 
and, with bedding characteristics and organic content, formed 15 practi-
cal field mapping units. Geologically significant scarps and hill slopes 
were also mapped. The data collected is shown at a scale of 1 inch to 
2 miles. The lithofogic data are combined to fonn 2 6 interpretive, 
genetic geologic units shown at a scale of 1 inch to 4 miles. Genetic 
types recognized are (1) wind-blown sediment (loess), (2) lake sediment 
(modern lake and pond sediment; sediment deposited in ice-marginal 
glacial Lake Souris having strandline features preserved at elevations of 
approximately 1,600, 1,570, 1,550, 1,525, and 1,510 feet; and lake 
sediment deposited during the last deglaciation both on solid ground and 
on glacial ice), (3) stream sediment {modern stream sediment and sedi-
ment deposited during the last d~glaciation both on solid ground and on 
stagnant glacial ice), and {4) mudflow sediment with some glacier sedi-
ment which together are commonly called "till 11 {diamicton related to ice 
xiii 
that advanced southward across the Turtle Mounto.ins a 
containing shale, sandstone, and lignite in the stony fractior:; di,::.mictcn 
in the eastern and northern part of the county deposited by the Lo eds lobe 
and commonly containing shale but rarely containing sandsto~'1e and 
lignite in the stony fraction; and diamicton that is dominantly sand 
deposited by the eastward-moving Souris River lobe south of the Turtle 
Mountains). Prior to the last glac'ial advance a north-south-trending 
valley extended part way across the Turtle Mountains and drainage was 
generally southeasterly across the county. Stagnation of the last glacial 
advance occurred before 13,000 B.P. over the topographic high of the 
Turtle Mountains, where compressive flow conditions caused an uriusual 
thickness of dirty ice. An insulating blanket of superglacial sediment 
quickly formed and retarded melting. The ice-free Rolette meltwater 
basin formed south of the Turtle Mountains and was overridden by a re-
advance of the eastward-moving Souris River lobe approximately 12,900 or· 
13,000 B. P., after which all the ice in Rolette County stagnated. Melt-
ing was rapid except in the Turtle Mountains, and most stagnant ice 
melted in a few hundred years. The well-insulated buried ice over the 
Turtle Mountains and other, smaller, buried blocks may have taken as 
much as 3,000 years to melt, resulting in much topographic inversion 
and mudflow activity. Glacial Lake Souris existed, at various elevations, 
between approximately 12,900 and 12,000 B. P. Betwzen appr-oxir:i.ately 
13,000 and 10,500 B.P. the climate was more mois"C than today, the 
county was covered with spruce forest, and many la.kcs cmd ponc:s cxi.st-
xiv 
ed. Between approximately 10,500 and 8,500 B.?. the i::-r:.c:,te: vn.: 
like it is today, many lakes turned into tempora:cy poncls, a:-,cl for,:st 
· cover was restricted to the Turtle Mountains. Between approxim 
8,500 and 4,500 B.P. the climate was effectively more arid tr.an today, 
most lakes dried up, and grassland replaced forest over most of the 
Turtle Mountains. The present climate was established about 4,500 
or 4,000 B .P. The basic lithologic data are combined with inform.atior. 
provided by others to form user-oriented maps designed to aid urban and 
agricultural planners. They show ground-water resources, sand and 
gravel resources, near-:surface permeability, and ·construction capabili-
ties at a scale of l inch to 4 miles. 
HOW TO USE THIS REPORT 
This report is designed for a wide variety of users: construction 
engineers, gravel developers, ground-water developers, farmers, soil 
scientists, conservationists, ecologists, architects, municipal officials, 
county officers·, state or federal administrators, planning board members, 
geologists, natural historians, and anyone else who might be interested 
in the geology of the near"'."surface sediments of Rolette County. Few 
individuals are likely to be concerned with all the material contained in 
this report. I have therefore made an attempt to separate this information 
into useful categories. A certain amount of repetition was necessitated 
by this organization, but reiteration has been held to a minimum. Abun-
dant cross-references have been added to help you find other sections of 
this report that may be of interest. An effort has been made to avoid un-
necessary technical jargon, and wherever possible, to use words . in the 
way they are defined in a standard dictionary. Unusual usage and most 
specialized terms are briefly explained as necessary in the text. Addi~. 
tional explanations of specialized geologic usage can be found in the 
Glossa!Y of Geology and Related Sciences, Second Edition with Supple-
ment (American Geological Institute, 1960). 
Plate 1 (folded and included in the pocket at the back of this re-
port) is designed as a visual summary of the geologic data and inter-
pretations contained in this report, and may be used alone without 
l 
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reference to the text. 
The larger map on Plate l, Surface Sediments ond Lcmdforms, is 
a descriptive map showing the distribution of sediment types and geo-
logically significant hill slopes. Units 1 through 15 on that map are 
explained further in the text in the section Basic Data, subsection Sur-
face Sediments. Hillslope information is further explained in the section 
Basic Data, subsection Topography. Some of the other numbered units on 
that map are further explained in the text in the section Special Geo-
morphic Symbols . 
Users of this report specifically interested in the physical pro-
perties of material in Rolette County will find it summarized on the. map 
Surface Sediments and Landforms (Pl. 1) and discussed in more detail in 
the text in the sections Basic Data and Applications. 
The smaller map on Plate 1, Sediment Origin, summarizes my 
interpretations of the origin of the sediments shown on the larger map. 
An expanded explanation of the alphabetic units (A through Z) shown on 
this map is given in the text in the section Sediment Origin. 
Users of this report specifically inte.rested in the geologic history 
of Rolette County should read the section Interpreted Quaternary History 
before turning to the section Sediment Origin. 
BASIC DATA 
Location 
Rolette County contains approximately 942 square miles in north-
central North Dakota (Tps. 159-164 ·N., Rs. 69-73 W .) adjacent to the 
Canadian border (Fig. 1). The Turtle Mountains form a hilly upland, 
topographically similar to the Missouri Coteau to the south. The Red 
ruver to the east flows across the ·site of gl?-cial Lake Agassiz. The 
Souris River to the west flows across the site of glacial Lake Souris. 
Soils 
The word II soil" is used as it is defined by the Soil Survey Staff, 
United States Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service (USDA-
SCS) (United States Department of Agriculture Soil Survey Staff, 1960, 
p. 1-5); it is surface material that differs from underlying sediment as a 
result of interactions between climate, living organisms, parent mate-
rial, and relief. Thus soil includes more than earth darkened by humus 
but does not include all uncemented sediment. For practical purposes 
soil is that surface material penetrated by roots of perennial plants. 
· The technical soils terminology used in the rest of this section 
also follows USDA-SGS usage (United States Department of Agriculture 
Soil Survey Staff, 1960, 1967, and 1968). 
In 1963 the Agricultural Experiment Station, North Dakota State 
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Figure 1. --Location diagram and physiographic setting of Rolette County. 
5 
University, published a general soils map of Rolette County (North 
Dakota State University Department of Soils and United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture Soil Survey Staff, 1963) at a scale of 1:126, 720. 
According to Patterson, Johnsgard, Sweeny, and Omodt (1968, p. 1) 
(this publication is the explanation of the general soil map) this map 
was based on a reconnaissance survey made at a rate ranging from about 
1/2 to 2 townships per man per day. Map units are soil associations 
(not individual soil series) and the smallest areas shown represent ap-
proximately 160 acres. Contacts on this map are, in general, less 
accurately located than are contacts between sediment types on the map 
Surface Sediments and Landforms on Plate 1. 
Soils in Rolette County outside the area of the Turtle Mountains 
are typical North Dakota grassland soils which developed under a native 
tall-grass _vegetation. Soils that developed in ground-water recharge 
areas that are dry most of the year are Haploborolls (Chemozems). 
Soils that are dry most of the year, in regional ground-water discharge 
areas, rich in sodium ions, and have claypan subsoils are NatriboroB.s 
(Solodized-Solonetz). In ground-water recharge areas that are in bottom-
lands and wetter than those described above, Argiborolls (Planosols), 
Haplaquolls (Humic Gleys), and Fluvents (Alluvial Soils) occur. Cal-
ciaquolls (Calcium Carbonate Solonchaks) occur in ground-water dis-
charge areas. 
The Turtle Mountains are high enough to receive significantly 
more precipitation than the surrounding grasslands and were the only 
6 
· large area in North Dakota forested prior to European sGttlcment. Soils 
_ in the Turtle Mountains are mostly Argiborolls (soiis transitional between 
Gray, Wooded and Chernozem). Depressions contain more poorly drain-
ed soils (Argiborolls, Haplaquolls, and Calciaquolls) like those in 
prairie depressions, but also contain Histosols (peat). Most peat in the 
Turtle Mountains occurs in the higher areas west of Rolette County. 
Topography 
Adequate topographic maps (7 1/2 minute quadrangles, scale 
1:24, 000, contour interval 5 or 10. feet) are available for only the west-
ern half of Rolette County. The following are published United States 
Geological Survey (USGS) topographic quadrangle maps: Barton, 
Dunseith, Fonda, Lake Upsilon SW, Lords Lake, Overly, Overly SE, 
Rolette SW, and Thom. The following are preliminary, blue-line, USGS 
topographic quadrangle maps: Dunseith NE, Dunseith NW, Lake Upsilon 
NE, Lake Upsilon NW, and Lake Upsilon SE. The only topographic 
coverage of the eastern half of the county is the United States Army Map 
Service: Devils Lake quadrangle (scale 1:250, 000, contour interval 100 
feet). Detailed topographic information is available on 1961 aerial 
photograph stereopairs (scale 1:20, 000) obtained from the USDA-SGS. 
Most of the county is typically rolling North Dakota prairie, 15 00 
to 1800 feet above sea level, with the Turtle Mountains, in the north-
. western corner of the county, rising 400 to 800 feet higher. Although 
most areas in Rolette County are below 23 00 feet in elevation, a few 
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isolated hills approach 2400 feet. Higher elevations, up to 2S45 foet, 
_ occur in the western part of the Turtle Mountains, in Bottineau County. 
Topographic features that I feel are geologically significant are 
shown on the map Surface Sediments and Landforms (Pl. 1). Units 25 
through 3 O are drawn at the top of slopes. Unit 31 is drawn at the bottom 
of slopes and outlines the edge of the Turtle Mountains. These slope 
symbols are located with the same precision as are the contacts between 
lithologic Units 1 through 15 {see the following subsection Surface Sedi-
ments, topic Field Work). · Solid lines are located with an error probably 
less than 0.1 mile, dashed lines with an error probably less than 0.2 
mile, and dashed lines with question marks may be in error more than 
0. 2 mile. Use of a dashed line w.ith question marks indicates that the 
slope could be observed on the ground but that it could not be easily 
traced on aerial photographs or topographic maps. Units 33 through 44 
are ridges or hills rising from a few feet to tens of feet above the sur-
rounding countryside. Many of these units have genetic implications 
which are discussed in the following section Special Geomorphic 
Symbols. 
The average angte of the steepest slopes developed on sediment 
in recently glaciated areas may have geologic significance {see the fol-
lowing section Sediment Origin, subsection Glacier and Mudflow Sedi-
ment). I therefore made thousands of visual estimates in the field 
<measuring random slopes 2 or 3 times a day with a clinometer to main-
tain accuracy) and show the average angle of the steepest slopes by 
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patterns on the map Surface Sediments and Landforms (Pl. 1). Divisions 
that seem to be geologically significant are: flat, less than 1 degree 
(approximately 1 1/2 percent); undulating, 1 to 4 degrees (approximately 
1 1/2 to 7 percent); rolling, 4 to 7 degrees (approximately 7 to 12 percent; 
hilly, 7 to 20 degrees (approximately 12 to 36 percent). Significant 
slopes greater than 2 0 degrees are shown by scarp symbols, but many 
scarp symbols mark slopes lower than 20 degrees. All units can contain 
non-representative slopes. 
Users of this slope information should exercise caution. My 
intent was to obtain a general feeling for the topography, especially that 
developed on glacier and mudflow sediment, in semi-quantative terms. 
These data are less precise than the lithologic data (see the subsequent 
subsection Surface Sediments). To reduce the·complexity of the final 
map, most divisions between areas of different slope were adjusted, in 
the field, to coincide with divisions between areas of different sediment 
type. Slopes on the flanks of features indicated by Units 33 through 3 7, 
42, and 43 are usually steeper than those indicated for the general sur-
roundings. This is especially important in the area of Unit W on the map 
Sediment Origin, where many branching, sinuous ridges occur that have 
much steeper sides than the surrounding rolling topography. In the area 
indicated by Unit W the maximum slope angles characteristic of the topo- · 
graphy between isolated ridges is shown because I think that it is geolog-
ically most significant (see discussion in the section Sediment Origin, 
topic Unit W). 
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Surface Sediments 
In general geologic usage II sediment" refers to any material 
transported by and depo.sited from air, water, or ice (American Geo}ogi-
cal Institute, 1960, supplement p. 5 9), and includes material slowly 
moving down hill slopes under the influence of gravity. The physical char-
acter of a sediment, determined by naked-eye observation or with the aid 
of a low-power magnifier, is generally· referred to as the lithology of the 
sediment. The map Surface Sediments and Landforms (Pl. 1) is a litho-
logic map, and Units 1 through 15 are lithologic units which group to-
gether sediments of similar character. 
Previous work 
Several previously published .geologic maps of this and adjacent 
· areas exist, but they are all basically interpretive, genetic maps similar 
to the map Sediment Origin (Pl. 1) • In most cases they do not show 
basic, lithologic information, although a certain amount of lithologic 
information can be inferred from them. With the exception of Schmid 
(1964), who modified part of the general soil map (see the preceding sub-
section Soils) to make a geologic map of the area around Rolla, all are 
published at a smaller scale than the map Surface Sediments and Land-
forms (Pl. 1). These maps are by Lemke and Colton (195 8) (scale 
1:495,000); Flint, Colton, Goldthwait, and Willman (1959) (scale 
1:1,750,000); and Colton, Lemke, and Lindvall (1963). Elson (1960 and 
1962) (scales 1:253, 440 and 1: 12 6, 720) has published maps of adjacent 




I made observations in available stream banks, road cuts and 
other excavations. Supplementary data were collected from shallow 
holes dug with a shovel and a 5-foot hand auger. Therefore most data 
represent sediment within 4 to 6 feet of the surface. Essentially all 
information collected is shown on the map Surface Sediments and Land-
forms (Pl. 1) . 
Field work was done in July and August, 1969. Almost all roads 
and trails in the county were traveled, either in a truck with a chassis-
mounted power winch or on foot. I made traverses at approximately 1 
mile intervals and either followed or was reasonably close to every sec-
tion line in most of the county. Many trails in the Turtle Mountains do 
not follow section lines, but by following them it was still possible to 
cover the ground with the same thoroughness. I walked to and hand-
augered nearly all features which, as a result of something seen on aerial 
photographs or topographic maps, I suspected might contain lithologies 
different from their surroundings. These observations were plotted on 
aerial photographs (see the preceding subsection Topography) and trans-
ferred to field maps ata scale of 1:63,360. 
Sediment textures were estimated by observation and feel in the 
field. A few random samples were collected to check field estimates and 
were subjected to sieve and pipette analysis. 
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Lithologic units 
Lithologic contacts (contacts between Units l through 15) on the 
map Surface Sediments and Landforms (Pl. 1) should be reasonably ac-
curate when used at the published scale. Photographic enlargement of 
that map is not recommended, as it will tend to give the user a false 
sense of accuracy. Contacts shown by a solid line (Unit 22) are located 
with an error probably less than O .1 mile, those shown by a dashed line 
(Unit 23), probably less thcnO .2 mile, and those shown by a dashed line 
with question marks (Unit 24) are only approximately located (some may 
be a few milES in error). In the last case, the contact may be arbitrary 
and gradational such as many contacts between Unit 6 (sand and silt) and 
Unit 10 (gravel and sand), or may.have been drawn only on the basis of 
features observed on aerial photographs, topographic maps, or the 
general soil map. 
All lithologic units (1 through 15) may contain up to 15 percent of 
other lithologies. The Wentworth particle-size scale was used. Where 
a sediment contained more than one size group, groups are listed in de-
creasing order of abundance. 
For an expanded discussion of the origin of these units, see the 
subsequent section Sediment Origin. Numerical units refer to the map 
Surface Sediments and Landforms. Alphabetic units refer to the map 
Sediment Origin. Both maps are on Plate 1. 
Both practical and philosophical problems are involved Viii. th the 
use of the word "till 11 (Harland, Herod, and Krinsley, 1966). The term 
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was originally used in a purely lithologic sense (American Geological 
Institute, 1960, p. 298) but also has commonly been used by geologists 
· in a genetic sense to refer to glacier-deposited sediment. Complications 
also exist with the genetic impiications {see the section Sediment Origin, 
subS?Ction Glacier and Mudflow Sediment). I prefer to use the term 
"diamicton" {Flint, Sanders, and Rodgers, 1960a and 1960b) when de-
scribing the lithology of this sediment because that word is free from 
genetic implications. This report, however, is written for use by many 
who are not geologists and who may already be accustomed to using the 
word "till" in a lithologic sense. In order to avoid undesirable confu-
sion in this report, till, the word not enclosed by quotation marks , 
refers to a lithologic type composed of a slightly stony mixture of sand, 
silt, and clay in approximately equal proportions (USDA: slightly stony 
loam or slightly stony clay loam). The stones range from pebble to 
boulder size. In this report "till·," the word enclosed by quotation marks, 
is used in a purely genetic sense to refer to sediment that has been 
transported by glaciers and has not been sorted by wind or water. The 
latter usage will be avoided as much as possible. 
Surface silt and sand. --A few inches to a few feet of sandy silt 
to silty sand (USDA: loam, sandy loam, silt loam, loamy sand, sand, 
and silt) veneers most of the county and is not shown on the map Surface 
Sediments and Landforms. This sediment has been intensely stirred by 
burrowing animals {mostly worms and rodents) and by plowing and com-
monly contains clay and scattered pebbles derived from underlying 
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sediments. It was transported and deposited by winds. 
Organic clay (Unit 1). --This unit is tough, blu.ck, slightly sandy, 
· slightly silty, clay (USDA: clay) containing several percent organic 
material. The sediment occurs in ground-water recharge areas in slough 
(temporary pond) bottoms and was derived from soils developed on 
adjacent hillslopes. The clay is tough because it has been dry much of 
the time. 
Clay (Unit 2). --This unit consists dominantly of clay and silty 
clay (USDA:clay) deposited as offshore sediment in lakes. It generally 
includes some offshore clayey silt and nearshore and shoreline silt, 
sand, gravel, and mudflow sediment that would be shown as Unit S, 9, 
11, 12, or 13 on a more detailed map. 
Silt and clay (Units 3 and 4). --Lithologies identical to those in 
Units 2 and 5 are sometimes combined as a distinct map unit because the 
dominant lake sediment in many places ranges from silty clay to clayey 
silt (USDA: silty clay, silty clay loam, clay, and silt loam). Silt and 
clay, undivided, is mapped as Unit 3 unless I hand-augered into under-
lying till (as in Unit 12 or 13), whBre it is mapped as Unit 4. These 
units are dominantly composed of offshore lake sediment but include near-
shore and shoreline silt, sand, gravel, and mudflow sediment that would 
be shown as Units 5, 9, 11, 12, or 13 on a more detailed map. 
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Silt' (Unit 5). --This unit is dominantly silt and includes ~;c,ru; 
clayey silt and sandy silt (USDA: silt, silt loam, c1nd rarely silty clrq 
loam). The silt-size fragments are largely quartz and feldspar with sorr.e 
limestone, dolomite, and shale. It was not practical to map silt as a 
separate unit in most of the county and this lithology was usually combin-
. ed with clay or sand to form Unit 3, 6, or 7. The only large areas that are 
dominantly silt and shown as Unit 5 occur in the southwest part of the 
county and were once part of glacial Lake Souris • 
Sand and silt {Units 6 and 7). --Lithologies identical to those in 
Units 5 and 9 are combined as a practical map unit for much of the 
county and contain both stream and lake sediment. Much of the offshore 
sediment deposited in glacial Lake Souris is a mixture of sand and silt, 
in many places dominantly fine sand (USDA: sandy loam to silt loam), 
and is either flat bedded or has high-angle, small-scale, oscillaticr: 
and current cross-bedding. Stream sediment deposited during the last 
deglaciation may contain similar lithologies, but is usually coarser, 
typically sand, silty sand, and clayey sandy silt (USDA: sand, loamy 
sand, and sandy loam) in overbank (usually flat bedded) and channel 
(usually lower-flow-regime with high-angle, both small- and large-scale, 
current cross-bedding and some upper-flow-regime, flat bedded) deposits.· 
This unit usually contains overbank clay and scattered lenses and chan-
nels of stream sand and gravel (as in Units 9, 10, or 11). The lake and 
stream deposits interfinger and locally include sediment deposited in 
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deltas. Exposures were not adequate to separate these units on the 
basis of bedding. Additional discussion is given in the description 0£ 
Units D, E, F, G, I, K, L, M, N, and O on Plate 1 or in the section 
Sediment Origin. Units 6 and 7 also include some similar but older 
sediment deposited in the Rolette meltwater basin and overridden by the 
Souris River lobe (see the discussion of Unit Q on Pl. 1 or in the section 
Sediment Origin) and has a surface of scattered boulders. Dominantly 
silt- and sand-sized sediment, undivided, is mapped as Unit 6 unless I 
hand-augered into underlying till {as in Unit 12 or 13), where it is map-
ped as Unit 7. 
Organic silt, sand, and gravel (Unit 8) .--This sediment is com-
monly called "alluvium, 11 occurs in valley bottoms now containing peren-
nial or intermittant streams, and consists dominantly of overbank deposits 
of flat-bedded, organic, sandy, clayey silt (USDA: loam, silt loam, 
silty clay loam, clay loam, sandy loam, and silty clay) with scattered 
lenses and channels of lower-flow-regime small- and large-scale cross-
bedded sand and upper-flow-regime flat-bedded sand and gravel (litho-
logies as in Units 9, 10, and 11). The overbank deposits contain 
several percent of organic material, are dark brown, occur in layers a 
few inches thick, and commonly contain fossils {especially snails, ro-
dents , and bison) • 
Sand (Unit 9). --This unit is dominantly stream-depos itcd sand, 
silty sand, and gravelly sand (USDA: sand, loamy sand, sandy loam, and 
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ston.y sand) in channels and lenses with lower-flow regime 1- and 
large-scale cross-bGdding, and upper-flow-regime flc:t ocdding. Unit 9 
may contain some overbank deposits of flat-bedded clayey sandy silt and 
scattered lenses of sandy gravel and gravel (as in Unit 11). This unit 
usually consists of ice-contact stream deposits outlined by Unit 2 7, 
which are commonly called "eskers" (see Unit 42 and O). This unit also 
includes stream sediment deposited on solid ground (as in Units K, L, 
M, and N), well-sorted wind-transported sand (as in Unit 45), and 
similar, older, sediment that has been overridden by the Souris River 
lobe (see discussion of Unit Q) and has a surface of scattered boulders. 
The sand-sized particles are largely quartz and feldspar with some lime-
stone, dolomite, and shale, containing small amounts of a wide variety 
of igneous and metamorphic minerals. In general, shale is less abun-
dant in the southwest part of Rolette County and some deposits are 
almost shale free.· 
Gravel and sand (Unit 10) .--Lithologies identical to those in 
Units 9 and 11 are combined as a practical map unit for some ice-contact 
deposits (outlined by Unit 2 7) and, south of Dunseith and Belcourt, where 
stream deposits are transitional between Unit 11 (gravel) and Unit 6 
(sand and silt, undivided). 
Gravel (Unit 11). --This unit is dominantly gravel and sandy 
gravel (USDA: very stony to stony sand, very stony to stony loamy sand, 










and some lenses and channels of sediment idcnticel to that in Unit 9. 
The gravel consists of pebbles, cobbles, and boulders of widniy varying 
composition. Most are igneous and metamorphic rock types with sorne 
sandstone, limestone, dolomite, and shale. The shale is less abundant 
in certain deposits (see the section Applications, subsection Sand and 
Gravel Resources) in the southwest part of the county. 
Shale-rich till (Unit 12). --The usage of the word "till" is given 
in the introduction of this topic, Lithologic Units. Unit 12 is a slightly 
stony mixture of clay, sand, and silt in approximately equal proportions 
(USDA: slightly stony loam and slightly stony clay loam). Many litho-
logies are present in the stony fraction {pebbles, cobbles, and boulders). 
Most are igneous and metamorphic rock types but some shale, limestone, 
dolomite, sandstone, and lignite occur. This unit is differentiated from 
Units 13, 14, and 15 by having abundant shale and rare sandstone and 
lignite fragments in the stony fraction. The sand-size particles are also 
highly varied in composition, but are dominantly quartz and feldspar with 
some limestone, dolomite, shale, and a large variety of igneous and meta-
morphic rock-forming minerals. The silt-size particles ar.e mostly quartz 
and feldspar with some limestone, dolomite, and shale. The clay-size 
particles are mostly montmorillonite with some fine-grained calcite, 
dolomite, quartz, and feldspar. Unit 12 is the dominant unit in the east-
ern and northern parts of the county. Most of it was daposited by mud-
flows (see the section Sediment Origin, subsection Glacier and Mudflow 
Sediment). 
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Shale- and sandstone-rich till (L;nit 13). --The lithology of Unit 
13 is very similar to that of Unit 12, but the characteristic of this unit 
is that sandstone, lignite, and shale are all common in the stony fn:~c-
tion. The origin of this unit is the same as for Unit 12. 
Thin till over sand (Unit 14). --The lithology of Unit 14 is identi-
cal to that in Unit 13, but in the area shown as Unit 14 on the map 
Surface Sediments and Landforms it is known to be an approximately 5 to 
25 foot blanket over hills of sand and gravelly sand with lithologies like 
those in Unit 9. See the discussion of Unit X in the section Sediment 
Origin. 
Stony sand (Unit 15). --This unit is composed of slightly stony, 
slightly clayey, slightly silty to silty, sand and slightly stony, slightly 
clayey, sandy, silt (USDA: slightly stony sand, slightly stony loamy 
sand, slightly stony sandy loam, slightly stony sandy clay loam, and 
may contain some slightly stony silt loam and slightly stony loam) that 
is very poorly sorted and not bedded. Unit 15 is locally as much as 70 
percent sand and usually comes out of the hand auger as easily as clean 
sand. Sediment shown as this unit has one of two probable origins. 
Most of it is very sandy "till" (see the section Sediment Origin, sub-
section Glacier and Mudflow Sediment, discussion of Units Q and R). 
Some is either wind-blown silt and sand over stream sand and gravel or 
just stream sand and gravel that has been so intensely stirred by burrow-
ing animals that the sediment has been mixed and the bedding destroyed. 
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If I could not tell if the sediment was bedded, it was mapped a.s 15. 
Topography Beneath the Glacial Drift 
and the Problem of Ice Thrusting 
Figure 2 shows the general topography beneath the uncemonted 
Quaternary deposits (mostly glacial drift). It has been modified from a 
larger map of the state prepared by Blumele (in preparation). The north-
east-trending valley shown crossing the southern part of the county may 
be mis-located a number of miles due to inadequacy of the drilling data.· 
Most water wells in the county do not · penetrate the entire thickness of 
glacial drift and nev$r reach the underlying pre-Quaternary sediment. 
Because oil-well logging commonly excludes Quaternary sediments, the 
thickness of the glacial drift is not known. 
Recent work by others has disclosed that large glacial erratics 
are fairly common in areas geologically similar to North Dakota. Most 
reliable data comes from drilling programs of the Saskatchewan Research 
Council. The Research Council began drilling anomalous pre-Quarternary 
topographic highs in about 19 65 (Moran, S. R. , oral communication, June 
22, 1970). In the Hudson Bay quadrangle, Saskatchewan, Moran (1969, 
p. 97) describes a 3-square-mile group of shale blocks, over 100 feet 
thick, that are glacial erratics. One borehole in this area penetrated 18 
feet of drift, 112 feet of shale, and 5 feet of till before encountering 
under:ying shale in place. Moran also reports (1969, p. 87-88) a complex 
sequence of ice-thrust blocks at Thunder Hill, also in the Hudson Buy 
qua.drnngle, that involves repetition of the soction to depths of 500 or GOO 
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Figure 2 .--?roblematical topography on, and geology of, the pre-Quater-
nary sediments in Rolette Coumy :modified from maps by Bluemle, 




. Figure 3 shows that there is actually a topogrnphic low, not D 
high, on the pre-Quaternary surface under this 4-by-2 mile hill. /,r.y 
driiling program ceasing after 20 feet of shale p~netrntion obviously 
would give data showing this as a topographic high beneath glacial 
drift. The thickest erratic so far drilled and id,entified in Saskatchewan 
is a 13 5-foot thick block of shale (Moran, oral communication, April 
6, 1970). Moran {1969, p. 97) further states that similar large shale 
erratics are common throughout Saskatchewan. 
The topographic effect of· glacier thrusting {probably of both pre-
Qua ternary sediment and previously deposited drift) is nicely shown on 
the geomorphic map of the Lancer quadrangle, Saskatchewan {St. Onge, 
1967). Byers (1960) and Kupsch (1962, p. 589) discuss ice-thrust blocks 
of Cretaceous sediment with a minimum thickness of 2 08 in the Dirt 
Hills, Saskatchewan. Both authors also mention similar occurrences in 
Europe. A discussion of other similar structures in drift and of the 
mechanism of glacial thrusting is given by Moran (in preparation). With 
the data available, it seems that large glacial erratics are not rare, 
isolated, and unusual features but are fairly common and are to be ex-
pected in the glaciated part of North Dakota. 
Similar features have been observed or inferred in North Dakota. 
Bluemle (1967) reports more than 20 feet of shale thrust over till in 
northwest Cavalier County. Sibley Buttes, which are steeply dipping 
(up to 60 degrees northeast) blocks of sandstone in Kidder County, can 






Riding Mountain and 
Vcrmlllion River Formations 
E 
Figure 3. --Ice-thrust structures at Thunder Hill, Hudson Bay q:uadrangle, 
Saskatchewan (from Mora,r:., 1969, p. 92). 
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of unknown thickness. They h,1vc similaritic:;; to 
tioned Dirt Hills in Saskatchewan and it is unlikely thcJ.t they c1rc in 
place (Rau, B<;l.kken, Chmelik, and Williams, 1962, p. 18-20; u.nd 
Clayton and Freers, 1967, p. 14 and 20). Bluemle (1970) postulates 
that numerous anomalous hills in central North Dakota were formed by 
glacier thrusting that could involve pre-Quaternary sediment, older 
glacial drift, or both.· 
Theoretical work of Mathews and MacKay (19 60, p. 34) suggests 
that glaciers can cause shear failure at depths as great as 2 00 meters 
(more than 65 0 feet). These calculations do not take into account 
dynamic or topographic effects that could locally increase failure depth. 
Kupsch {1962, p. 588), based on earlier work by Byers (1960), has 
estimated that failure took place in the Dirt Hills, Saskatchewan, at a 
depth of approximately 55 0 feet. Thus it is possible, although not neces-
sarily probable, that the entire "bedrock" high under the Turtle Mountains 
is an extremely large glacial erratic. Certainly the northern side was 
probably highly sheared and overthrust toward the south by glacier 
action. 
I therefore recommend that any drilling program designed to 
provide data on till thickness and elevations of the surface developed on 
pre-Quaternary sediment in the glaciated part of Nortll. Dakota be extend-
ed at least 100 feet into pre-Quaternary sediment ("bedrock"), especially 
when drilling is initiated on topographic highs. Electric well loc:;s shculd 
be routinely run to the bottom of the hole and cu:::tings and samples in. t:.·1e 
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"bedrock" section should be very carefully studied to pick up ar"y trlin 
till or drift layers that otherwise might be missed. The Sc:1skc,tchevn:1n 
· Research Council routinely drills at least 50 feet into pre-Quc:.tern~ry 
sediment, and where concerned about major "bedrock II thrusting, pene-
trates at lea?t 100 feet of bedrock or to a marker in the pre-Quaternary 
sediment (Christiansen, E.A., written communication, July 17, 1970). 
s. H. Whitaker (oral communication, June 7, 19 70) reports that some 
drilling penetrates more than 200 feet of pre-Quaternary sediment and 
finds that side-wall sampling is often necessary to confirm the presence 
of a thin till layer at depth. (Construction and use of an inexpensive 
side-wall sampler for this purpose is described by Morrison, 19 66 and 
1969.) In areas of shale bedrock, this practice also provides a good 
shale base for the calibration of electric well logging. 
In areas such as the Turtle Mountains, it would be wise. to ex-
tend a few drill-holes to a known stratigraphic marker within fo.e pre-
Quaternary sediment. At the very least, a critical examination should be 
made of cuttings and logs of the upper 800 or l, 000 feet of "bedrock," 
looking for thin till or other drift. Morrison (1969, p. 432) states that 
the side-wall sampler of the Saskatchewan Research Council operates at 
this depth in a 4 1/2 inch drill hole. 
It has only recently been realized that large, ice-thrust bloc:<s of 
pre-Quaternary sediment occur within the glacial drift and that they can 
be expected to occur in North Dakota. Previous drilling programs in thG 
state, dcGigncd to obtiJin data on drift thickn~:::;n, lv,vn noL ;;rJr,cru,·,te:ly 
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and several tens of feet long, forms the south side cf the road cut on 
State Highway 6 6, 4 miles west of the town of Rolette (northeast corner 
sec . 2 3 , T . 16 0 N . , R. 72 W.) . 
Carlson and Anderson (1965) present a general discussion of the 
pre-Quaternary sedimentary history of North Dakota and Lemke (19 60) 
describes the pre-Quaternary sediments in McHenry and Bottineau 
Counties. In addition, the Pierre Shale is described by Gill and Cobban 
(1961); the Fox Hills Formation by Feldmann (1967); the Heil Creek 
·Formation by Frye (1969); the Cannonball Formation by Stanton (1921), 
Cvancara (1965), and Clayton (in preparation); and the Tongue ~iver 
Formation by Clayton (in preparation)... The 3 Cretaceous formations in-
dicated on Figure 3 are an example of deposits that formed during the 
regression of a shallow sea: marine shales (Pierre Shale) overlain by 
marine sandstones and beach deposits (Fox Hills Formation), in turn 
overlain by lagoonal, brackish water, fresh water, and flood plain de-
posits (.Hell Creek Formation) (Frye, 1969, p. 16). The overlying 
Tertiary formations consist of marine sandstones and shale {Cannonball 
Formation) overlain by non-marine mudstone, sandstone, and lignite 
(Tongue River Formation). 
Halstead {1959, p. 10) states that only about 100 feet of pre-
Quaternary sediment is known to exist above the Riding Mountain Forma-
tion (the Canadian equivalent of the upper Pierre Shale) on the fla;:1;< of 
the Turtie Mountains in Manitoba, just north of Rolette County. That 
sediment is a greenish-gray sandstone, weathering yellow-rust, and is 
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quarried for building stone where it is naturally cemented. }fol stead 
assigns this sediment to the Boissevain Formation (Canadiun equivalent 
of the Fox Hills and Hell Creek Formations). He also reports scattered 
occurrences o(iignite-bearing sand, sandstone, and shale of the Turtle 
Mountain Formation (Canadian equivalent of the Tongue River and Cannon-
ball Formations). None of his data wells penetrated more than ·3 0 feet 
into these sediments and it is highly probable.that some or all of these 
observations are based on large erratic blocks in glacial drift. Greenlee 
1/-
(19/2, p. 2 0) made the following observation of attempts to quarry the 
I\ 
Boissevain Formation on the north side of the Turtle Mountains: 
Information from well drillers indicates that the sand-
stone does not continue to the north and that its occurrence is 
local. Drilling on one property may show the sandstone while 
the neighboring section shows none of it. It is interesting to 
note here that miners drilling test holes south of Deloraine in 
the area of their present workings encountered scattered 
pieces of sandstone hard enough to prevent drilling by jack 
drills. In other test holes adjacent to, but free of the sand-'-
stone, the drills encountered beds of lignite at elevations 
below the sands tone . . • . 
-
SPECIAL GEOMORPHIC SYMBOLS 
This section is a discussion of those units on the map rfoce 
Sediments and Landforms (Pl. 1) that are topographic symbols wi 
genetic implications. Additional general discussion of stagnant-glacier 




Units 2 6 and 2 7 are used to mark slope tops that I believe re-
sulted from topographic inversion as shovm in Figure 4. Sediment was 
deposited in depressions in contact with stagnant glacial ice. After the 
stagnant glacial ice melted, the sediment remain.ed as topographic highs 
with margins that slope down-hill toward the pre-existing stagnant ice. 
The contact is shown as Unit 26 unless the stagnant ice was overlapped 
and buried by sediment, in which case it is shown as Unit 2 7. Depres-
sions (sometimes called "kettles") in stream sediment that I think form-
ed similarly by deposition around stagnant ice blocks are also outlined 
by either Unit 2 6 or 2 7. They may contain a lake, pond, or slough 
(temporary pond). For a more complete discussion of variO'JS features 
that are indicated by these symbols see the section Sedirne1;.t Oric;in, 
discussion of Units H, I, L, M, and O. 
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Cross-section auring melting of stagnant ice 
Cross-sect:on ofter melting of stagnant ice 
muctflow sedimet".t) 
Map view after melting of stagnant ice 
A ESKER 
8 COLLAPSi::D LAKE SEDIMENT 
C UNCOLLAPSED LAKE SEDIMENT 
Figure 4. --Diagram showing the forr.nation of ice-contact features. 
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scarDs overridden bv the l<-1sl n]r1ciul uclvancc 
Unit 2 9 outlines the top slopes thc1t .I think were mujor topo-
graphic features that existed before ice moved over this urea the last 
time. They were either out in the pre-Quaternary sediment prior to any 
glaciation or were developed on or by older glacial drift. Many of the 
larger slopes in Roiette County probably existed prior to the last ice 
advance, but use of Unit 2 9 is restricted to those features that were 
probably associated with drainage patterns {see the section Interpreted 
Quaternary History, subsection History Before the Last Glacial Advance). 
Most notable is the large valley extending from the vicinity of Dunseith 
northward toward Willow Lake in the Turtle Mountains. 
Channels cut during the last deglaciation 
Unit 2 8 is used to mark the top of slopes I think were associated 
with the last deglaciation. Some of these channels do not contain peren-
nial streams, and those that do are usually wider than the modern flood 
plains. These channels are often referred to as "melt-water channels, 11 
but most of the water that flowed in them probably came from rainfall and 
not melting glaciers. Most of the stagnant ice was covered with an in-
sulating blanket of sediment upon which forests grew and warm-water 
lakes existed (see discussion in the section Interpreted Quaternary 
History). As a result the buried ice took many hundreds of years to melt 
and contributed water only slowly to the water table. The climate 10,500 
to 13,000 years ago was somewhat cooler and moister thun it is now,. and 
becuuse of increased rainfall and decroo.scd. evoporn.tion t:,c ~;trr),::r:--,~; ~11r:rc. 
much larger than the present-day streams (sec discussion ir. the section 
Interpreted Quaternary History). 
Combination of slope symbols 
Slope symbols are combined where I think it significant to point 
out multiple genetic implications. The most important of these outlihe 
channels that existed prior to the last glaciatic:m. Stagnant ice blocks 
from the last glaciation remained in these old valleys somewhat longer 
than on the immediate surroundings. If the stagnant ice blocks were 
surrounded with or buried under stream or lake sediment, a sinuous series 
of depressions, tracing the course of the old valley, formed as the buried 
ice slowly melted. Units 2 7 and 29 have been combined to outline such 
features , which are commonly called "kettle chains . " 
Areas \vith a freckled appearance 
on aerial photographs 
One minor curiosity encountered during this project was the· 
observation of "freckled" areas (Fig. 5; and Pl. 1, Unit 32) on aerial 
photographs. The light, circular, areas are 30 to 50 feet in diameter, 
occur on flat or gently undulating surfaces on lake sediment or wave-
eroded till, and were extremely difficult to locate on the ground. The 
ones I located did not seem to be more than a few inches higher, if any, 
than their surroundings. They appeared to be slightly lighter colo::-ed 
than their surroundings as if more calcium carbonate from the Cea horizon 
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1/ 2 Ml LE I 
,-- erial photograph of a "freckled " area . Part of photoc;r2.ph S.\G-
lBB-3 , flown September 16 , 1961. Road junction ·s the SE corner 
sec . 3 1 , T . 15 9 N . , R . 7 3 r 
, 
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of the soil had been brought to the surface. Clayton corr1rr: tl:(;. ic:.:;ticn. , 
September, 1969) reported similar features on till in Burke Cm:nty in 
northwestern North Dakota that differed from their surroundings by having 
a slightly greater number of pebbles on their surface. 
Similar features have been reported in Minnesota; these a.re low 
mounds, 10 to 130 feet in diameter and 6 to 50 inches nigh (Ross, Tester, 
and Breckenridge, 1968, p. 172). Breckenridge and Tester (1961) dis-
covered that Manitoba toads {Bufo hemiohrys) used these mounds almost 
exclusively for hibernation sites, observed that a total of 3,276 toads 
used one large mound the winter of 1961, and estimated that toads could 
move as much as 85 cubic feet of material per year in one large mound. 
This report instigated an extensive study of the low mounds by Ross, 
Tester, and Breckenridge (1968) who state: 
The most striking feature of most of the mounds is the 
disturbance of their soil by pocket gophers (Geomys bursarius), 
ground squirrels {Citelius spp .) , badgers (Taxide.e taxus), toads 
(Bufo hemiophrys) and other animals. This has probably caused 
the change in vegetation, the lower bulk density, the lack of 
soil structure, and the increased water permeability. Animal 
disturbance of the soil may also account for the lack of sod, 
the high organic content of the subsurface silt loam, the 
zone of gradation of silt into clay, the discontinutiy of the 
zone of carbonate accumulation, and most of the a:iomalies 
such as pockets of pebbles. Comparison of the mound and 
adjacent prairie soils suggests that the mounds are, in ef-
fect, "puffs" of soil formed primarily by animals disturbing 
and mixing the soil in a particular spot. 




ure 6 . --Aerial photograph of a linea drumlins ("fluting") . Pa. t o: 
photograph BAG- lBB-185 , flown Sep .... er.1ber 16, 1961 . Road 
junction in the upper part of the photograph is the "J:.r\flf corner sec . 
10 , T . 160 N . , R. 71 W . 
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Active Glacier Fearnres 
Streamlined hills 
Low hills that have been overridden by active glacial ice are 
often streamlined and elongate parallel to the direction of ice movement 
(Fig. 6). Most of those in Rolette County are eskers that have bee:i 
over·ridden and contain a core of sand and gravel. they are wide 
enough, they are shown on the map Surface Sediments and Landforms as 
Unit 33. If they show up as a definite, sharp line on aerial photogrn9hs, 
Units 34 or 35 are used. Unit 34 indicates that the surface lithology is 
till, Unit 35 indicates that it is sand or gravel. These hills have been 
called "drumlins," "overridden kames," "drumlinoid hills," "long, linear 
drumlins," or "fluting." 
Stagnant Glacier Features 
Stream channel features 
Streams flowing in or on top of stagnant glacial ice eroded si:ciuous, 
branching,channels that usually filled with sediment. Aiter the streams 
disappeared and underlying or enclosing stagnant ice melted, they form-
ed discontip.uous ridges or mounds that have been called II eskers II or 
11 kames 11 (Fig. 7). The sediment that forms these features is usually 
washed and sorted sand and gravel (Pl. 1, description of Unit O), often 
covered by a veneer of mudflow sediment (usually called "till") that was 
derived from the blanket of sediment on top of the enclosing or surround-
-
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ing stagnant ice. In some plo.cos tho streums flushed l: :1 
and gravel out of the ice-walled ch2.nnel, which then rnay vc :x.:cn 
filled with mudflow sediment. V/here eskers formed, the wc:.tcr moving in 
superglacial streams was mostly derived from the melting ice ("melt-
water"). If most of the water in the streams came from rainfall (see 
discussion in the preceding subs.ection Channels Cut During the last 
Deglaciation), the streams would continue to erode and transport sedi-
ment as underlying stagnant ice melted and would have continued after 
all had melted. Sediment accumulation in the channels was favored if 
the size and power of the stream decreased as the ice melted, which 
wo:-ild have happened if most of the water in the streams was derived 
from the ice itself. 
If the channel features are wide enough, they are outlined on the 
map Surface Sediments and Landforms (Pl. 1) by the ice-contact symbol 
(Unit 2 6). If they are very narrow, Units 3 7 or 43 are used. If they are 
known to be cored with sand or gravel, they are shown as Units 42 or 43. 
If I was not able to hand-auger through the covering of till, they are 
shown as Units 3 6 or 3 7. The hand-auger. was usually stopped by a 
boulder before I could penetrate 5 feet. Gravel prospectors should test 
all ·these features, even if they are shown as having a covering of till. 
Most probably have a sand or gravel core. In some instances, as pre-
viously discussed, they could be locally all till. 
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.I_ill ridges 
Low, norrow, ridges of till ure shown 0n the; m,lp Surf,)cc 
mcnts und Landforms (Pl. 1) c1s Units 38 or 39 
Units 40 or 41 if circular or subcircular. Various possible origins for 
these features are discussed by Parizek (1969). For a discussion of the 
implied relationship between these features, the thickness of super-
glacial material, and the thickness of stagnant glacial ice, see the sec-
tion Sediment Origin, subsection Glacier and Mudflow Sediment. 
· Linear till ridges. --Most of the linear features in Rolette County 
(Pl. 1, Units 38 and 39; and Fig. 8) are oriented at right angles to the 
direction of ice movement and many probably originated as superglacial 
shear ridges (Fig. 9). Crevasses also tend to be oriented at right angles 
to glacier movement and crevasse fillings, either of material that fall$ 
or flows in from above or that is squeezed up from below due to the weight 
of adjacent ice, can also form low ridges (Fig. 10), These linear till 
features have been called "washboard moraine, 11 "linear disentegration 
ridges , 11 11 ice-contact ridges, 11 "ice-crack moraine, 11 11 crevasse fillings, 11 
"ice block ridges, 11 or "till crevasse fillings. 11 Some features in Rolette 
County may actually be straight segments of overridden eskers (see the 
section Sediment Origin, discussion of Unit W). 
Circular till ridges. --Low circular, subcircular, and semicircular 
ridges (Fig. 11) are common in the eastern part of the county. Similar 
features have been called "doughnuts, 11 "rimmed kettles, 11 "closed dis-
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ent~gration ridges," "prairie mounds," "humpies," or "circular 
entegration ridges." The ones in Rolette County probubly orig 
superglacial sediment sliding or flowing into a sinkhole in 
subsequent inversion of topography because the sediment insulated 
underlying stagnant ice from further melting to form an ice-cored 
flowage of the sediment blanket down the slopes of the ice-cored 
1ce, 
and subsequent melting of the ice core (Fig. 12) .. Clayton (1967, p. 31) 
has presented theoretical reasons why most of these circular features 
are about 500 to 600 feet across: 
Beneath a depth of about 15 O feet, ice of tern 
glaciers tends to become plastic; ice depressions 
than about 150 or 2 00 feet are unlikely. maximum 
probable ice slopes were about 40 degrees, and maximum 
depression depth were 2 00 feet, the average ice depres-
sion would have been about 55 0 feet in diameter. These 
values are close to the equivalent values for depression 
in modern stagnant glaciers. 
Several dozen circular ridges in Rolette County are larger than 
this, some reaching diameters of nearly 1/2 mile (Fig. 11). e may 
be the features yet reported, although Gravenor and Kupsch (1959, 
p. 52) report some up to 1,000 feet in diameter and Christiansen (195 6, 
Fig. 4) shows a photo of some more than 1,000 feet across at Moose 
Mountain, Saskatchewan. These unusually large features could have 
formed as previously described, provided that local events caused the 
superglacial sediment to become unusually fluid or plastic. unusually 
heavy could have saturated the superglacial d 
time the material was flowing down the flan!<~s of the ice-cored s 
f 
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Figure 12 ,·····rnagram showing 3 stages in the formation of a circular disintegration ridge (11 doughnut") (from 
Clayton, 19 6 7, Fig. A·-2) . 






Similar features with larger diameters could by material 
sliding or flowing into a hole completely through stagnant ice (Fig. 
l3) that had some drainage outlet and did not become an ice-walled e 
(Fig. 4). Following the logic presented by Clayton for the probable 
maximum size of the features formed by topographic inversion as shown 
in Figure 12, features formed this way should have a minimum diameter 
of about 500 to 600 feet. 
It is interesting to note that one closed ridge is distinctly 5-sided 
(Fig. 14), which would suggest that it originated as the filling of penta-
gonally-arranged crevasses on stagnant ice. Pentagonal or hexagonal 
stress patterns commonly develop in any contracting sheet (cracks in 
drying and mud and cooling igneous rock are common geologic example 
but it is not clear how contracting stresses coul.d be caused in melting 
stagnant ice. The explanation of this feature is obscure. 
There are local complications and combinations of linear till 
ridges, closed till ridges, and eskers . This is to be expected because 
both mudflow and stream sediment wilLbe transported toward the lowest 
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Figure 13. --Diagram showing how a large circular disintegrntion ridge 
("doughnut") could form. 
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, 
Figure 14 . --Aerial photograph s ho wi ng a 5- sided c losed d i s · tegrat ion 
ridge. Pa rt of photogra ph BAG- lBB- 161, fl own Sept ember 16 , 
19 61 , inc luding the NWl/ 4 s ec . 19, T . 160 N ., R . 69 W. 
INTERPRETED QUATERNARY HISTORY 
History Before the Last Glacial Advance 
The Quaternary history of Rolette County before the last glacial 
advance is poorly known. Major topographic elements and significant 
drainages that existed sometime prior to the last overriding ice sheet are 
shown in Figure 15. The Turtle Mountains stood as a topographic high, 
partially cut by a north-south trending valley extending from the vicinity 
of Dunseith through Willow Lake. The 11 bedrock" core of the Turtle 
Mountains _was probably a pre-glacial erosional feature, but there is the 
possibility that it is formed by large erratic blocks transported by an 
earlier glacial advance (see the section Basic Data, subsection Topo-
graphy Beneath the Glacial Drift and the Problem of Ice Thrusting). A 
major drainage channel from previous deglaciations and interglacial run-
off trended southeasterly from the center of the county. 
Evidence for at least 2, and possible 5 or more, previous glacia-
tions has been found in the vicinity of Rolla. Schmid (1964) reports a 
test hole drilled 2 miles west of Rolla that penetrates 5 sections of till 
separated by sand or gravel lenses {Fig. 16). He notes (Schmid, 1964, 
P. 9) that this is one of several test holes in the area that penetrates two 
buried zones of oxidized till. 
The topography of the area around Rolla is complex, with features 
developed prior to the last glacial advance II showing through" the upper-
48 
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Figure 16. --Test hole showing multiple s in the vicinity of Roila 
(Schmid, 1964, Fig. 5, well 4-796). 
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most drift (see the section Sediment Origin, discussion of Unit W). I 
think that during one of the previous glaciations, a stagnant-ice mass 
tenninated just south of Rolla, corresponding approximately to the contact 
between Units T and W on the map Sediment Origin. The evidence for 
this is a series of till-covered sinuous ridges that trend southward, 
merge, and then end in a large, low, till-covered hill that seems to thin 
and spread out to the south. These features could have originated as a 
.r 
stream system on or in stagnant glacial ice that supplied sediment to an 
outwash plain as shown in Figure 17. I think thatthe main reason the 
topography of Units T and W is different (see the section Sediment 
Origin) is because the surface sediments in Unit W were deposited over 
a complex landscape formed by decaying stagnant ice, while the surface 
sediments in Unit T were deposited over a low-relief surface on outwash 
sand and gravel. I have no drill data to support this hypothesis, although 
some of well logs {North Dakota Geological Survey and Works Progress 
Administration, about 193 8), suggest that I might be right. Ground-water 
prospectors or individuals concerned with waste disposal and possible 
ground-water contamination should be alert to the possibility that a shal-
low, buried aquifer may exist in the area indicated as outwash on Figure 
17. 
Other prominent hills of sand and gravel that were the results of 
previous deglaciations occur in the southwest part of the county (Fig. 15). 
(See also the section Sediment Origin, discussion of Unit X.) 
Elson and Halstead {1949, p. 11) report recovery of Black Spruce 
Figure 17. --Diagra:::nma·dc sketch of an inferred esker-outwash complex 
that existed prior to the last glacial advance east of Rolla. 
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cones (Picc·a ·mariana) from beneath 90 feet of drift neur 1.ake William in 
the Canadian part of the Turtle Mountains. Elson (1955, P. 182 and 2 75) 
infers that these must be from a preceding interval of deglaciation and 
correlates them with a widespread striated ba.ulder pavement in south-
western Manitoba (Elson, 1955, p. 87-97). It does not necessarily 
follow that because material is buried beneath 90 of till it must 
predate the last glacial advance.· Pettyjohn (1967, p. 128) mentions 
that wood, white spruce cones, and grass buried beneath 13 7 feet of till 
on the Missouri Coteau gave radiocarbon ages of about 10,350 years. 
This material was probably simply buried by 13 7 feet of mudflow sediment 
during the last deglaciation (see the section Sediment Origin, subsection 
Glacier and Mudflow Sediment). 
Last Glacial Advance and Deglaciation 
During the last glacial advance, ice moved into North Dakota from 
several major centers of accumulation in northern parts of Saskatchewan, 
Manitoba, and Ontario. During the retreat of the margin of this ice sheet 
motion was generally toward the south and southeast (Elson, 1955, p. 
2 75). As the climate changed and the ice margins began to melt faster 
than ice was being supplied by glacial flow, the margins began to thin 
and retreat. General positions of ice margins in this area are shown in 
Figure 18. Flow in the basal part of the ice sheet was diverted around 
the sides and over obstructions such as the Turtle Mountains, Moose 
Mountain, and Riding Mountain (the latter two are in Canada) ·so that 
compressive flow conditions caused some debris to be sheared up into 
54 
18. --Map showing ret:rea·c cf Wisccnsinan ice in vicinity 
of Rolette County (modified from Prest, 19 69). 
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overriding ice (Fig. 19). On the lee side of obstructions, 
flow conditions probably moved debris back toward the e of the ice 
sheet. As deglaciation continued, the underlying topographic highs 
were areas of locally early ice stagnation that forced all glacier flow 
around them. 
For convenience in the subsequent discussion, the events of the 
last deglaciation are divided into 4 somewhat arbitrary phases. 
Stagnation at first resulted in rapid melting of ice over the topo-
graphic highs, but because the ice was so dirty, an insulating blanket 
several feet thick quickly developed, reducing the melting rate. Active 
ice continued to thrust against stagnant ice (Fig. 20), causing more 
debris to accumulate. Local rejuvenation occurred as thrusting increas-
ed the thick.nes s of the pile of ice and debris. Variations in glacial 
activity caused shear zones to migrate and also may have rejuvenated 
formerly stagnant ice from time to time. The end result was the accumula-
tion of a thick blanket of superglacial drift over stagnant ice in the Turtle 
Mountains. This insulated the buried ice, which melted very slowly. 
· Stagnant ice in the lee bf the Turtle Mountains was much cleaner, · de-
veloped only a thin blanket of superglacial drift, and melted rapidly. 
Since .. the Turtle Mountains rise 600 to 800 feet above their sur-
roundings, and since ice only 200 or 300 feet thick will flow under its 
own weight, glacial flow continued on either side of the Turtle Mountains. 
£XTEi\DlNG FLOW 
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Figure 19. --Diagrammatic cross-sec:ion showing g:acial ice overriding 
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of the Turtle Mountains during 
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(1958), in a general discussion of the Souris River area, has Le:xnke 
narned the glacial flow system to the south and west the Souris River 
lobe (which was flowing toward the southeast) and the one to the e9st 
the Leeds lobe (which was flowing toward the south). For a time these 
glacial flow systems probably merged to form a single moving mass south-
east of the nearly stagnant ice in the lee of the Turtle Mountains. Ice 
im:xnediately south of the Turtle Mmmtain.s continued to move as the 
thickness and movement of the surrounding ice permitted. Stagnation 
of the ice over the Turtle Mountains probably happened slightly more 
than 13,000 years ago. 
Phase 2 
Warming encouraged deglaciation and the thinning of the ice sheet 
continued. When the glacier was reduced to some critical thickness 
(more than about 200 or 300 feet), movement ceased. This occurred first 
in Rolette County to the ice immediately downstream (on the south side) 
of the Turtle Mountains. Movement may have continued for a time on 
both sides in the main body of the Leeds and Souris River lobes. The 
stagnant ice south of the Turtle Mountains was fairly clean and only a 
thin blanket of superglacial sediment accumulated as it melted. Melting 
was fairly rapid, the superglacial sediment had a high water content, 
and mudflows and mass movement were common. 
Melting of the clean stagnant ice continued until an ice-free area, 
unknown in extent but at least several townships in size, developed in 
-
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the southwestern part of the county {figs. 21 and 22). The town of 
Rolette is located in this area, which I call the Rolette meltwatcr basin. 
Meltwater drained southward through Pierce and Benson Counties 
and most of the basin was covered with stream sand, gravel, and silt 
enclosing scattered blocks of stagnant ice. This occurred approximately 
13,000 years ago. 
Phase 3 
Active ice of the Souris River lobe advanced to the east across 
the Rolette meltwater basin (Fig. 23 and 24), overriding and streamlining 
east-west-trending eskers and eroding the sand and gravel meltwater 
deposits. It rode up on the stagnant edge of the southward-flowing. 
Leeds lobe, where intense shearing built a north-south-trending terminal 
moraine (Pl. 1, Unit R) with an unusual lithology. This terminal moraine, 
the Rolette end moraine, is composed in large part of stony sand (Pl. 1, 
Unit 15) derived from the stream sand, gravel, and silt of the Rolette melt-
water basin. Since this lithology was clearly derived from the west {see 
the section Sediment Origin, discussion of Unit R) and is found no farther 
east than the Rolette end moraine, it indicates that this advance did in-
deed terminate in the vicinity of the Rolette end ·moraine. Large blocks 
of sandstone may have been deposited on the northern edge of: this active 
ice advance (see the section Sediment Origin, discussion of Unit Z). 
For additional discussion of the various sediments that may be associat-








Figure 2 l. --Map showing the approxir.1ate location of the Rolette melt-










?igure 22. --Diagrammatic cross-sections of the Rolette mel~water basin 
during Phase 2 cf the last deglaciation. 
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:E'igure 23. --i\1ap showing the re-c.dva.r:ce of the Souris River lobe d:i;ring 












Figure 24. --Diag::ammatic cross-section of the re-advancL1g Souris River 
lobe during Phase 3 of the last deglaciation. 
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Units.P, Q, R, S, and Z. 
The Rolette meltwater basin obviously formed before the ice 
advanced from west to east to form the Rolette end moraine. It is J?OS-
sible that sediment in the Rolette meltwater basin could have been 
deposited during the preceding deglaciation or interglacial and not as 
part of the last deglaciation. If the shallow trenches (see the section 
Sediment Origin, discussion of Units Rand Z) are disintegration trench-
es, that possibility is unlikely a~d the Rolette meltwater basin formed 
as part of the last deglaciation. 
I think the glacier must have advanced over stream sediment that 
still contained unmelted, buried ice blocks. The blocks could not have 
been relatively large or the weight of the overriding active ice wouid 
have caused them to flow plastically and become part of the advance. 
The re-advance of ice across the Roiette meltwater basin could have 
been caused in at ieast 2 ways. 
There could have been an overall change in the regimen (which 
can be thought of as the relationships between rate of melting, rate of 
glacial flow, and rate of accumulation of snow in the source area of the 
glacier) of the Souris River lobe, with or without any corresponding 
change in the Leeds lobe, causing ice to advance in other parts of the 
Souris River lobe and probabiy causing renewed shearing on the northern 
edge of the Turtle Mountains. Lemke (1960, p. 112), discussing the 
Souris River lobe in Benson County, noticed a relationship similar to that 
in Rolette County: "The Souris River lobe appears to have overridden the 
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northwest segments of the end moraines deposited by the Leeds lobe." 
Lemke (1960, p. 111-112) defines the Martin moraine as the "interpreted 
limits of the Souris River lobe, 11 but goes on to remark that in northeast-
ern Sheridan County the Souris River lobe extended several townships 
{Lemke, 1960, Pl. 15) beyond the limits of the Martin moraine. This 
might be related to the same re-advance that formed the Rolette end mor-
aine. 
Re-activation of the ice west of the Rolette meltwater basin may 
also have been caused by an advance of the Leeds lobe in Benson County, 
blocking the outlet of the basin and causing a lake to form within it. 
This would have increased the hydrostatic pressure under the Souris River 
lobe immediately west of Rolette, and the buoyant effect could have caus-
ed the eastern extension of the Souris River lobe across Rolette County 
. without an overall change in regimen. 
Phase 3 probably occurred around 12,900 or 13000 years ago, based 
on the approximate positions of continental ice margins as shown by Prest 
(1969). 
Phase 4 
After the advance that fanned the Rolette end moraine, all glacial 
ice in Rolette County stagnated. Flow may -have continued somewhat 
longer in the Leeds lobe in Towner County and along the eastern edge of 
Rolette County, but by 12 , 5 00 years ago the ice margins were several 
hundred miles northeast of the Turtle Mountains, across the Assiniboine 
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River in Manitoba (Prest, 1969). 
Melting of the relatively clean ice of the Souris River and Leeds 
lobes took place rapidly, most probably melting in a few hundred years. 
Isolated, buried blocks of stagnant ice that _were insulated by a fairly 
thick sediment blanket existed much longer, as probably did the ice core 
of the Rolette end moraine. Water from the Leeds lobe drained southeast 
to glacial Lake Agassiz through the Sheyenne River meltwater channel, 
glacial Devils Lake (a large glacial lake extending from Tilden in Benson 
county to Stump Lake in Nelson County), and glacial Lake Cando (which 
covered several townships in southeastern Towner County and north-
western Ramsey County). Some water from the Leeds lobe also joined 
water from the Souris River lobe and flowed southwest into glacial Lake 
Souris. 
During previous deglaciations most meltwater from stagnant ice in 
southwestern Rolette County probably flowed southeast toward the Sheyen-
ne River drainage (Fig. 15). The Rolette end moraine now blocked that 
outlet and meltwater flowed southwest into glacial Lake Souris, which at 
first drained southeast through the James River and Sheyenne River drain...:. 
ages and then northward around the Turtle Mountains and into the Pembina 
River drainage (Elson, 1958; and Lemke, 1960, p. 115-116). 
The thick blanket of superglacial drift on top of stagnant ice in 
the Turtle Mountains insulated it so that it took several thousand years 
to melt, contributing water only very slowly to the water table. 
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Glacial Lake Souris. --As with most large glacial lakes, Lake 
Souris began as a series of small lakes on top of melting, stagnant ice. 
These small lakes merged as melting conti:.-iued and formed a large lake, 
partly on solid ground and partly on buried,. stagnant, ice. This la:ke 
had an ice margin to the north and west. As deglaciation continued the 
ice margin moved northward and increased the total amount of area cover-
ed by the lake. The retreat of the ice also unblocked lower, more north-
erly outlets, so the lake level dropped at the same time. 
Lemke (1960, p. 115) mentioned two prominent levels of Lake 
Souris at approximately 1,550 and 1,510 feet above sea level. Moran 
and Deal (1970), partly as a result of field work done for this report, 
identified strandlinelevels at 1,590, 1,570, 1,550, 1,540, 1,525, 
1,510, 1,500, 1,475, and 1,460 feet in Rolette, Pierce, McHenry, and 
Botteneau Counties. They stated that the three most prominent strand-
lines are at 1,550, 1,510, and 1,475 feet. Figure 25 shows the sequence 
of Lake Souris events that occurred in Rolette County. 
The first extensive, high level of the lake occurs at about l, 600 
feet. When forming this strandline, Lake Souris covered a minimum of 
3 townships and was surrounded by a large amount of stagnant ice. Pure 
ice has a density of O. 917, and it is only necessary to add 6 percent 
debris with an average density of 2. 4 to make the resulting dirty ice 
heavier than fresh water, causing it to sink. At this high level the floor 
of the lake probably contained stagnant ice blocks that were too heavy 
to float. This lake was undoubtedly ice-walled to the west, but it is 
__J 
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difficult to determine its extent. Most strandline features (includes both 
beach and offshore bar features) were developed on stagnant ice that 
did not melt until after the lake level dropped. As a result, stranclline 
features are irregular, vary in elevation, and are difficult to trace today. 
At this level the lake extended southward into Pierce County and may or 
may not be the same body of water reported by Moran and Deal (1970) 
in southeastern McHenry and southwestern Pierce Counties. If they are 
not the same lake, they were essentially contemporaneous and soon 
merged as ice continued to melt. For a further description of the sediment 
associated with this high level, see the subsequent section Sediment 
Origin, discussion of Units G, K, and L. 
A fairly well marked strandline occurs at approximately l, 5 70 
feet. Terrace levels in outwash channels along the present course of 
Mud Creek and Ox Creek are graded to and terminate at this elevation. 
There are also indications that the meltwater channel now followed by 
Ox Creek in T. 15 9 N., R. 72 W. is a relic from a previous deglaciation 
and was a drowned valley at this lake level. When forming this strand-
line the lake connected southward into Pierce County in a number of 
places and some large, till-covered sand and gravel hills along the 
Pierce and Rolette County line stood as islands in it. The northern edge 
of the lake at this level i$ not precisely located in Rolette County. 
Strandline features were either developed on stagnant ice or modified by 
streams flowing into later lower lake levels, or both. 
A prominent lake level occurs at approximately 1,550 feet. Lemke 
' f·· .. . . ~ :::: 70 (1960, p. 115) thought that Lake Souris, when forming this strandline, 
drained southeast into what is now the North Fork of the Sheyenne River 
and flowed into glacial Lake Agassiz in what is now the Red River valley. 
A strandline at l, 525 feet ·is not evi.dent in Rolette County, but a 
series of features that appear to be collapsed beaches at this level ex-
tend from a point on Willow Creek 1 mile west of Rolette County to the 
vicinity of Omemee in Bottineau County. Streams incised their channels 
through the previously deposited lake sediments in Rolette County. 
The lowest shoreline observable in Rolette County is at 1,510 
feet, but a much more prominent and slightly iower scarp occurs between 
l, 495 and 1,510 feet to the west in Bottineau and Pierce Counties. This 
prominent scarp trends north-south and is 2 1/4 miles west of the south-
west corner of Rolette County. The intervening area may have been mud 
flats containing stagnant ice blocks at the time Lake Souris was fanning 
the 1,510 foot strand.line. This elevation marks the time of maximum 
extent of the lake in North Dakota. It covered approximately l, 500 
square miles (Moran and Deal, 1970) 1 and flowed southeast into glacial 
Lake Agassiz through what is now the North Fprk of the Sheyenne River 
(Lemke, 1960, p. 115). 
While Lake Souris formed the 1, S 10 foot strandline, ice still 
blocked northern outlets around the west edge of the Turtle Mountains. 
When the ice melted in that area the lake dropped below the i, 51 O foot 
· strandline and emptied into Lake Agassiz by way of what is now the 






this time all the stagnant ice in Rolette County that was not buried unde;r 
a thick insuluting blanket of sediment had melted. Streams c6:-rtinucci to 
be much larger than the present streams in the area because the clir:w.tc 
was wetter than at present. 
Elson (1958) outlines the sequence of events that controlled the 
northern outlets of Lake Souris. If the dates shown by Prest (1969) are 
reasonably correct, then it is clear that Lake Souris had disappeared from 
North Dakota by 12,000 years ago. 
Turtle Mountains. --The Turtle Mountains are similar in many ways 
to the much better studied Missouri Coteau to the south. (For an exten-
sive discussion of the Missouri Coteau see Clayton and Freers, 1967 .) 
Both were places where compressive flow and shearing within the glacier 
caused an unusual thickness of dirty ice to accumulate. When the glacier 
stagnated, an insulating blanket of superglacial sediment quickly develop-
ed. 
The Turtle Mountains are several hundred feet higher than the 
Missouri Coteau, and it is probable that stagnation took place at about 
the same time in bo~h areas. ,~e-st--imated--(s.ee-t...1.a._prececi_3:-~~-di,e9U.S"" 
s·ion Pha~-~-tfffia:t- stagnation in the Turtle Mountains may have taken 
place prior to 13,000 years ago. Clayton· (oral communication, June 2 6, 
19-'7-8} now feels that stagnation on the Missouri Coteau also took place 
about 13,000 years ago. 
Studies of debris-covered stagnant ice on the Marti.n Rivc;r Gl,Jcier, 
Alaska '(Clayton, 1967, p. 40-42; and Tuthill, 1969, p. 190-191), show 
-
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that 6 feet of supcrglacial drift is enough to almost completely insulate 
the buried stagnant ice. Lakes developed on top of f'ne superglacial 
drift contain relatively warm water derived almos1: entirely from rainfall 
and have abundant, normal, aquatic life such as mollusks, fish, water-
fowl, beaver, and aquatic plants. This contrasts sharply with the barren, 
cold, lakes on adjacent areas of bare ice. Trees growing on the super-
glacial drift (average thickness 10 to 20 feet) are more than 100 years 
old. 
I agree with Clayton (1967) and Tuthill (1969), who visualize a 
similar environment developing quickly on top of stagnant ice on the 
Missouri Coteau, where the insulating blanket of superglacial drift reach-
ed thicknesses of about 100 feet. Nearly identical conditions formed on 
the Turtle Mountains as soon as ice stagnated. Clayton (1967, p. 36 
and 41) estimated that it took more than 3,000 years for the buried stag-
nant ice to melt, a figure that seems reasonable for the Turtle Mountains. 
I therefore visualize a debris-covered stagnant-ice upland, with a surface 
several 1].undred feet higher than we see it today, forming on the Turtle 
Mountains about 13,000 years ago. A forest cover probably developed 
in a few hundred years and was predominantly spruce, similar to other 
known late-Wisconsinan forests in South Dakota, North Dakota, Minnesota 
and Saskatchewan (Moir, 1958; Thompson, 1962; Ritchie and de Vries, 
1964; McAndrews, Stewart, and Bright, 1967; McAndrews, 1967; Watts 
and Bright, 1968; Bickley and Cvancara, 1970; and Bickley, oral communi-
cation, June 24, 1970). Superglacial lakes and ponds that formed in the 
II 
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Turtle Mountains were probably similar to those on the Missouri Coteau, 
which WGre at first filkd with cold, turbid meltwatGr (ClcJ.yton and 
Cherry, 1967; Royse and Cailender, 1967; and Tuthill, 1967 and 1969). 
As soon as a sufficient thickness of supergl_acial drift accumulated to 
stabilize the streams and lakes and isolate them from cold, turbid, melt-
water, the lakes warmed and large and diverse populations of mollusks 
were established (Tuthill, 1969, p. 102-104). 
I collected mollusks, peat, and wood from 2 sites in the Turtle 
Mountains. Both sites are spoil piles from stock-watering dugouts and 
contained mixed faunas. I collected the fresh-water snails Gyraulus 
parvus (Say), Helisoma sp., Stagnicola oalustris (Muller), Valvata 
lewisi (Currier), and Valvata tricarinata (Say); the land snails Puoilla 
sp., Succinea sp., and Vallonia sp.; and the fingernail clam Pisidium 
sp. from lake sediment at NE1/4SW1/4NW1/4 sec. 24, T. 163 N., R. 72 
W. Similar fossils were collected at NE1/4SW1/4SW1/4 sec. 12, T. 163 
N., R. 72 W. A detailed paleontological study of assemblages in the 
Turtle Mountains is needed. 
Sediment accumulating in the supergla.cial lakes further increased 
the thickness of the insulating blanket over stagnant ice, and ice beneath 
the lakes may have melted more slowly than that beneath the surrounding 
areas. Topographic inversions may have taken place several times (see 
the subsequent section Sediment Origin, discussion of Unit I), and a 
complex of lakes covering parts of several townships is shown in Figure 
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veloped as shown in Figure 2 7. The relative ages of the muny other 
superglacial lakes that formed in the Turtle Mountains (Pl. 1, Unit I) 
are not known. 
From the paleontological evidence (see the preceding discussion) 
it is clear that the climate between the time ice stagnated and about 
10,500 years ago was effectively moister than today. There was either 
mote precipitation, less evaporation, or both. Clayton {1967, p. 35 
and 40) concludes that the Missouri Coteau recieved 5 to 10 inches 
more precipitation than today and that it was a few degrees cooler. 
Tuthill (1969, p. 105-106) argues that although it was more humid, the 
climate was no cooler than today. He feels that the climate in late 
Wisconsinan time probably had cooler summers and milder winters than 
we experience today, which would have the same effect on the balance 
between evaporation and precipitation as an overall decrease in tempera-
ture. I tend to agree with Tuthill. 
Recent evidence from the Rocky Mountains is starting to indicate 
a general warming trend about 11,500 years ago (Baker, 1970). This has 
not yet been substantiated by fossil evidence from the central plains, but 
does correspond with the rapid, final, deglaciation of North America 
(Prest, 1969). It is widely recognized (see the previously cited paleonto-
logical references) that a major warming trend occurred about 10,000 or 
10,500 years ago and that this changed the climate from humid to the 
present subhumid-semiarid climate and terminated forest cover over most 
















Figure 2 7. --:)iagrammatic cross-sections showing t..11e development of t}1e 
ice-walled lake complex in the Turtle Mountains. 
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mad.e the climate more arid than it is today and caused the grnssland-
forest boundary to migrate about 100 miles eastward in Minnesota (see 
the subsequent discussion Holocene History). During the humid time 
(about 10,500 to 13,000 years ago) there was greater effective precipita-
tion and runoff, causing non-glacial stream channels to have meander 
radii 5 times as great as the meander radii of the underfit streams flow-
ing in them today (Clayton, 1967, p. 33). This observation holds for the 
stream channels cut in Units M and N (Pl. 1) in Rolette County. 
One of the arguments for the existence of buried, stagnant, ice 
on the Missouri Coteau until about 9,000 years ago hinges on the as-
sumption that if stable basins had formed {by the complete melting of all 
buried ice) prior to that time, a better integrated drainage than occurs 
today should exist (Tuthill, 1969, p. 106). A better integrated drainage 
does exist in the Turtle Mountains, draining southward in Willow Creek 
and northward in Wakopa Creek. There are 3 plausable explanations for 
this: (1) valleys that existed prior to the last glaciation have been re-
juvinated; (2) most of the stagnant ice in the Turtle Mountains had 
completely melted long enough prior to the climate change about 10,000 
or 10,500 years ago so that stream channels were established during the 
time of greater runoff; or {3) the Turtle Mountains, due to their slightly 
higher elevation, always received enough precipitation to maintain peren-
nial streams. I favor an explanation that combines 1 and 3. I certainly 
think that Willow Creek follows a drainage developed prior to the last ice· 




Between approximately 10,500 and 8,500 years ago the climate 
was much like it is today. The warming trend about 10,500 years ago 
ended the forest cover over most of North Dakota and turned most of the 
lakes into sloughs (temporary ponds) • The Turtle Mountains probably re-
mained forested. 
Between approximately 8,500 and 4 , 5 0 0 years ago the regional 
climate was effectively more arid than today (see the paleontological 
references cited in the preceding discussion of the Turtle Mountains). 
This could have been caused by less precipitation, warmer temperatures, 
or both. I visualize North Dakota as having had a climate similar to that 
experienced during the "Dirty Thirties/' from 1928 to 1940. Several feet 
of wind-blown sand and silt was deposited over most of North Dakota and 
a veneer of the same material (see the subsequent section Sediment 
Origin, subsection Wind-Blown Sediment) was deposited in Rolette 
County. Many of the previously existing ponds and lakes turned into 
sloughs (temporary ponds) and grass cover was reduced outside the 
Turtle Mountains. As a result, hillslopes became more unstable and more 
erosion took place even though the,re was less rainfall (Schumm, 1965). 
The temporary ponds therefore received coarser, less organic-rich sedi-
ment (see the section Sediment Origin, discussion of Unit A). 
It is interesting to note that the drought during the 11 Dirty Thirties" 
- • 
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profoundly effected the lakes in the Turtle Mountains. Greenlee (1942, 
p. 22) did field work in the area in 1939 and 1941 and remarked: 
Glacial lakes found scattered throughout the area 
are rapidly disappearing. Seasons of light rainfall plus 
tqe drain on underground water supplies by numerous 
artesian wells along the foothills have caused the water 
1 evel s of such large lakes as Lake Upsilon to drop l O 
to 2 0 feet within the last twenty years. The fish hatchery 
has been closed, and the future of the area as a fishing 
summer resort will depend upon an additional supply of 
water by means of diversion or pumping. It is possible 
that some of the smaller lakes will some day be drained 
into a few larger lakes. 
I think it is therefore likely that most of the lakes and ponds in 
the Turtle Mountains turned into sloughs (temporary ponds) during the 
period between approximately 8,500 and 4 .. ,500 years ago, and that they 
turned into intermittent and permanent lakes and ponds when the present 
climate was established. Forest cover was reduced and may have 
completely ~isappeared from the Turtle Mountains during the more arid 
interval. 




A condensed version of this section is printed on Plate 1 as the 
explanation of the map Sediment Origin. Numeric units refer to the map 
Surface Sediments and Landforms and alphabetic units ref er to the map 
Sediment Origin. The alphabetic units are all interpretive and combine 
purely lithologic units in ways I think are geologically significant. The 
lithologies they contain are indicated in the explanation of the map Sedi-
ment Origin. Individual lithologies are discussed briefly on Plate 1 and 
in more detail in the section Basic Data, subsection Surface Sediments. 
This section is written for those users of the map Sediment Origin who 
desire a fuller explanation of my reasons for thi.s grouping of units. I 
assume that users of this section will have Plate. 1 in hand and will make 
their own cross-references to the lithologic information (Pl. l; and in the 
section Basic Data in the Text) as necessary for their purposes. 
Wind-Blown Sediment 
A veneer ( a few inches to a few feet) of wind-blown silt and sand 
was deposited over most parts of Rolette County. Most was deposited 
between 8,000 and 4,500 years ago, with some additional contributions 
outside the Turtle Mountains during the "Dirty Thirties" (see the section 
Interpreted Quaternary History, subsection Holocene History). The litho-




the section Basic Data, subsection Surface Sediments, topic Surface 
Silt and Sand. Areas of vegetation-anchored dunes are indicated by 
Unit 45. This material is usually· intensely stirred by burrowing animals, 
often mixed with the underlying sediment, ai:id has been altered by soil 
forming processes. It is locally absent or unrecognizable in the Turtle 
Mountains, but my data are inadequate to determine 
generally or locally absent. 
Lake Sediment 
Modern lake, pond, and slough sediment (Unu' A) 
the material is 
It is useful to distinguish between 3 types of standing water 
bodies that occur in Rolette County: perennial, intermittent, and tempo-
rary. 
Perennial lakes and ponds are those which always contain stand-
ing water. They occur in local ground-water discharge areas, receive 
water both from slope runoff and from the water table, and are most 
abundant in the Turtle Mountains. Sediment deposited in them is domi-
nantly fine grained (silt and clay), unoxidized., and derived from soils 
and glacial drift on adjacent hillslopes. It contains a few percent organic 
material, lacustrine fossils (such as fish, microcrustanceans, mollusks, 
and aquatic plants), fossils washed in from the adjacent forests (such as 
leaves, needles, wood, and terrestrial snails), and locally contains some 
peat and bog deposits (but these are more common in the higher parts of 
the Turtle Mountains west of Rolette County). Perennial lakes are shown 
- -
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on Plate 1 as Unit 4 6. 
Intermittent lakes and ponds normally contain stunding wutcr but 
are dry during periods of little rain. They are also in local ground-water 
discharge areas and although they receive runoff from adjacent hillslopes 
during rains and the spring thaw, they receive much of their water from 
the water table. The sediment in them is similar to that in permanent 
lakes but lacks fossils of plants and animals that require permanent stand-
ing water and tends to be slightly oxidized and slightly tougher than that 
in perennial lakes and ponds. The summer of 1969 was quite wet, and 
most intermittent ponds contained water all season and are shown on Plate 
l as Unit 46. In a dry year many more would have been mapped as Unit 1. 
Temporary ponds {sloughs) contain water only for a short time after 
rains and the spring thaw and are in ground-water recharge areas {they lose 
water to the water table by seepa,ge through the sediment in their bottoms). 
They contain a few feet of organic clay derived mostly from the Al horizon 
or soils on adjacent hill slopes. The sediment is partially oxidized, has 
been dry part of the time, and is therefore very tough. Temporary ponds 
are shown on Plate l as Unit 1 . 
• 
Many perennial lakes and ponds existed in Rolette County during 
deglaciation (see the preceding section Interpreted Quaternary History), 
but most turned into sloughs about 8,500 years ago. Therefore most of 
the sloughs are underlain by a few feet of lake and pond sediment which 
in turn is underlain by glacial drift {mostly till). 
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.@oreline deposits (Unit B2 
Sand deposits that may represent strandline features (beaches or 
bars) of glacial Lake Souris are shown on Plate l as Units 44 and B. In 
most cases exposures were poor and I was not able to conclusively say 
that these features were strandline deposits even though their location, 
lithology, and form suggested that they might be. More detailed work 
may show that some are superglacial stream deposits (such as Unit O) 
or linear wind deposits (dunes) that fortuitously occur at elevations near-
ly coinciding with levels of glacial Lake Souris. All occur in the south-
western part of the County and are thought to tiave formed between 
13,000 and 12,000 years ago. 
Sediment of ice-marginal Lake Souris 
{Units D, E, F , and G) . 
The interpreted history of glacial Lake Souris is discussed in the 
preceding section Interpreted Quaternary History. I think that these 
deposits formed between 13,000 and 12,000 year.s ago. Sediments in-
clude offshore silt and clay; nearshore and shoreline silt, sand, and 
gravel; and wave-eroded glacial drift (mostly till). Shoreline and off-
shore sediment was sometimes deposited around blocks of stagnant ice 
which, after the lake level dropped, melted to form irregular and pitted 
surfaces. This was more common with the higher, older, deposits. These 
sediments, from oldest to youngest (highest to lowest) , are shown on 
Plate 1 as Unit G (deposits between l, 5 70 and 1,600 feet associated wit:i 




and 1,570 associated with a lake level of 1,570 foet), 
Unit E (deposits between 1,510 and 1,550 feet associ.J.ted with lake 
levels of approximately 1,550 and 1,525 feet), and Unit D (deposits 
below a level of approximately 1,510 feet). PJl are located in the 
southwest corner of the county. 
Other lake s ed im en t 
Other lakes that were not part of glacial Lake Souris and formed 
during the last deglaciation are lakes that formed on top of and surround-
ed by stagnant glacial ice (Unit I), lakes that were deposited on solid 
ground but with a partial shoreline on stagnant ice (Unit H), and lakes 
that were deposited on solid ground and not in contact with stagnant ice 
(Unit C). Sediment in these lakes is dominantly offshore silt and clay, 
but includes some nearshore and shoreline silt, sand, gravel, and mud-
flow (till) deposits. 
Lake sediment deposited on solid ground (Units C and E). --Unit 
C contains those lake deposits that were not formed on top of or in con-
tact with stagnant glacial ice. Water in these lakes came mostly from 
glacial meltwater between 13,000 and 12,000 years ago. When the 
stagnant ice either melted or developed an insulating blanket thick 
enough to retard melting, they turned into sloughs and probabl'y persisted 
until the climate changed about 8,500 years ago (see the section Int2r-
preted Quaternary History). They are not sloughs today, although they 
may have several smaller sloughs on them. 
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Unit Eis similar to Unit C, except that these lakes were ut st 
partially ice walled. When the stagnant ice melted, a basin no longer 
existed to form the lake. I have shown a lake in the southeastern of 
the county, just north and east of the town of Wolford, in Pierce County, 
as Unit C. It is not known if this lake had an ice-walled shore to 
south or east, and it may-have been part of a larger glacial l in the 
area now occupied by Hurricane Lake. It is possible that it could also 
be an old, high, level of glacial Lake Cando. 
Lake sediment in Unit E includes deposits variously referred to 
by others as "perched lake plains," "uncollapsed ice-walled lake s 
ment," "partially ice-walled lake plains," "ice-marginal proglacial lake 
sediment," "glacier-marginal lake sediment, 11 "elevated lake plains, 11 
"ice-restricted lake plains," or II proglacial lake sediment." 
Lake sediment deposited on stagnant ice (Unit I). --Sediment de-
posited in on stagnant ice is outlined by the ice-contact symbol 
(Unit 2 7) and has undergone collapse (flowing and folding), possib~y 
several , as the underlying stagnant ice has melted (see • 4 
and 2 7). The sediment is dominantly offshore silt and clay but contains 
some nearshore and shoreline deposits of silt, sand, gravel, and mud-
flow sediment (till). These deposits rise above their surroundings as 
hills, and road-cuts in their flanks almost always expose mudflow sedi-
ment (till). They make good farmland as they are usually £lat to un-
dulating and are free of boulders (Fig. 2 8). · 
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Clayton and Cherry (1967) have distinguishGd two type 
walled lake environments, stable and unstable . 29). Most o:i. 
ice-wall lakes occur in the Turtle Mountains and were stable-envir0. 
ment lakes that developed on top of well-insulated, buried, stagnant ice. 
Most of the water in them was derived from rainfall, not melting of 
underlying ice (see the section Interpreted Quaternary History, discussion 
of Phase 4), and as a result they probably contained less sand and more 
clay than the unstable-environment lakes. They probably contained 
ly warm water, abundant aquatic life, were surrounded by forest that was 
largely spruce, accumulated more sediment than the unstable-environment 
lakes, and formed between approximately 13,000 and 9,000 years ago. 
few small, unstable-environment lakes too small to be shown by 
a color unit {Unit 1 to 15) on Plate l, occur south of Belcourt and are o~t-
lined by Unit 40 (Fig. 3 0). Larger, stable-environment lakes occur in the 
same vicinity and are outlined by Unit 2 6. The sediment in the unstable-
environment lakes seems to be siltier and sandier than that in the 
environment lakes in the same vicinity, has sandy "rims, I! and is general-
ly fairly thin. Water in these lakes was derived mostly from melting 
stagnant ice, was cold, turbid, and relatively of aquatic life. 
unstable-environment lakes formed. approximately 13,000 to 12,000 .years 
ago outside the Turtle Mountains. 
Lake sediment of Unit I includes deposits variously re:felTed to by 
others as "iqe-restricted lake plains," "ice-wall lake plains , " " 
ed lake plains," "moraine plateaus," "collapsed lukc sediment, 11 or 
Fi gure 2 8. --Aerial photographs of cl eared and c ulti vat ed hill s formed of ice - walled l ukE' scdirnenl in the 
Turtle Mountain s . (A) Pa rt of photograph BAG- 3BB- 19 7 , fJown May 2 6 , 1962, including the"°' NW 
1/4 s ec . 33 and t he Vl/ 1/2 s ec . 2 8 , T . 164 N . , R . 73 W . Th e north edge o f the fiE'ld is th0 ... 
Ca nadian border . (B) Par l of pholograph BAG- 3BI3- 195 , flown Moy 26 , 1962 , including SE'C, 35, 
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Figure 3 O. --Aeria l photogr ~p o f u n st bl e i co-wal eel akc ~cdimcr. 
P r of p otogr ph I3 G- 2 BB- 43 , flo wn ay 25 , 19 r 2 , inclu ing 
most of sec . 35 , T . 162 N . , R . 70 W . 
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"elevated lake plains." 
Stream Sediment 
Stream sediment includes 3 major types of deposits: (1) overb2mk 
silt, clay, and sand; (2) lower-flow-regime channel deposits; and (3) 
upper-flow-regime channel deposits. Overbank deposits a.re sediment 
laid down by flood waters on stream and river flood plains. This is 
dominantly flat-bedded silt, sandy silt, and cl'ayey silt, with isola tcd 
lenses of clay and silty clay and isolated channels of lower-flow-regime 
sand~, Lower-flow-regime channel deposits are dominantly sand, silty 
sand, and gravelly sand, with both large- and small-scale, high-angle 
ripple cross-bedding and both large- and small-scale, high-angle tab-
ular cross-bedding deposited on the downstream avalanche face of bars. 
It usually includes much flat-bedded sand, silt, and clay. Upper-flow-
regime channel deposits are flat bedded sand and gravel. 
Modern stream sediment (Unit J) 
Most of the modern stream sediment is overbank silt and sand 
with some channel deposits. It has been deposited in the last 9,000 
years and is distinguished from sediment deposited during the last de-
glaciation by containing a few percent organic material. Fossils common-
ly occurring in this sediment include both aquatic and terrestrial mollusk 
(snail and clam) shells, and rodent and bison bones. 
There are 3 types of streams in Rolette County: perennial, inter-
mittent, and temporary. Perinnial streams are gaining streams, receive 
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water from the water , are in ground-water di:::chargc areas, 
£low all year. streams are losing streums, lose water to 
water table, c1re in ground-water recharge areas, ar.d flov,, only during 
and immediately the spring thaw and heavy rains. Imermittent 
streams are gaining. streams that flow when the water table is high and 
are losing streams that only flow occasionaily (after heavy rains) in the 
late summer when 
Most 
water table is low. 
and intermittent steams are shown on map 
Surface Sediments and Landforms (Pl. 1), but Unit J is shown only as 
Unit 8 on the map because the occurrences are restricted to nar-
row bands along streams that are too small to show at the scale of the 
map Sediment Origin. Only the largest temporary streams are shown. 
Most perennial and intermittent (and some temporary) streams occupy 
channels , wider than their flood plains , that were cut by runoff between 
13,000 and 10,500 years ago when glacial meltwater was available and 
the climate was effectively moister (see the section Interpreted Quater-
nary History) . 
Stream sediment deposited during deglaciation 
The water flowing in streams during the last deglaciation came 
from two sources: melting 
by water derived from 
ice and rainfall. Most of the work done 
ice was accomplished in the first few 
hundred years 
years ago). 
stagnation {between approximately 13,000 and 12,000 
that time the remaining stagnant ice was covered by an 
·-----------....;_,,-=-_.,;...;..:..;...;:..;._ ___ _ 
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insulating blanket of sediment (soe the section Interpreted Quaternary 
History) and, although much ice still remained, ii: melted very slowly and 
contributed water only gradually to the water table. During this time 
(approximately 12,000 to 10,500 years ago) rainfall was effectively 
greater than at present and streams, much larger than those presently 
existing, were common. Water flowing in str~ams originating mostly 
from melting glacial ice was cold and very turbid (dirty), and flowed both 
in channels developed on stagnant glacial ice (Unit 0), and in channels 
on solid ground (Units K and L). Water flowing in streams that formed 
Units M and N was derived mostly from rainfall. 
Stream sediment deposited on solid ground (Units K, L, M, and 
N). -- Units K and L are associated with the high, ice-marginal, 1,600 
foot level of glacial Lake Souris .. Both were probably formed by water from 
melting, stagnant, glacial ice. U:nit K was deposited in the eastern end 
of the lake, just west of the Rolette end moraine. It was probably de-
posited as a delta but has undergone scouring and erosion after the lake 
dropped to a lower level. Unit L has a pitted appearance and an upper 
surface very close to the l, 600 foot level. I think it was deposited as a 
delta around blocks of stagnant ice, which melted to form depre·ssions 
after the lake level dropped. 
Unit M was deposited by s-:reams, derived mostly from rainfall, 
that flowed into lower levels of glacial Lake Souris. Parts of this unit 
were deposited around and on top of blocks of stagnant ice which have 
melted to create a pitted, undulating, or rolling topography. Included 
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in this unit are stream channels that were cut duriric; d~~;-luci(~,~~e,r. L,ut do 
not now contcJ.in obviously associated sediment. Unit N is :-::;irnU ,tr to 
Unit M, and is difforcntiatcd from it south of the Turtle Mountains whe;rc 
Unit N is distinctly older and stands higher than Unit M. Unit N may 
have been formed in part by water from melting glacial ice. 
These units contain features that have been variously called by 
others 11 outwash, 11 "pitted outwash, 11 "collapsed outwash, 11 "proglacial 
alluvium, 11 "outwash channels, 11 or "meltwater channels. 11 
Stream sediment deposited on stagnant ice (Unit O) .--Sediment in 
this unit is dominantly upper-flow-regime sand and gravel deposited in 
channels cut in stagnant glacial ice. As the stagnant ice melted, flow 
was reduced in these streams, sediment accumulated and was gradually 
lowered down to the underlying solid ground (Fig. 4). Gravity faulting 
displaced the sediment as it settled. Mudflows from the adjacent ice 
walls often covered the stream sediment with a veneer of till and, if the 
channel had been flushed of stream sediment before collapse, locally 
may have filled most of the channel. Most of the sand and gravel is well-
sorted and bedded, but some is poorly sorted and poorly bedded. These 
deposits are shown on the map Surface Sediments and Landforms as Units 
36, 37, 42, and 43. 
Fairly continuous, sinuous deposits are commonly called II eskers. 11 
Isolated deposits are commonly called "kames." 
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Glucier and Mud.'.]ow Sediment ("Till") 
I have commenteci earlier (section Basic Delta, subs Surface 
Sediments, topic Lithologic Units) on some problems involved in the use 
of the word 11 , 11 and have pointed out tha1: in this report it is us in 
a purely lithologic s.ense when not enclosed by quotation marks but means 
"glacier-derived sediment not well sorted by wind or water 11 when en-
closed by quotation marks. Till originally refarred to an unsorted mixture 
of sand, , clay, and stones (American Geologica.l Institute, 1960, p. 
298). This material has also been referred to as "boulder-clay, 11 an un-
fortunate term in that the sediment has very few boulders and is not most-
ly clay but, as the hyphen suggests, contains particles that range in size 
from boulders to clay. 
Geologists realized that these deposits were associated with 
glaciers and the common, genetic, non-lithologic, usage developed. 
Using "till 11 to mean "glacier sediment" has, never been strictly adhered 
to in areas continental glaciation because most of the was 
probably deposited by hillslope processes and mudflows, not directly by 
ice its 
posit 
. There is obviously sediment near the base of any 
was lowered into place without significant rotation or 
II de-
movement as enclosing stagnant ice melted because striations and 
lineations remain parallel to the direction the glacier was last moving. 




to stagnate and quickly formed a blanket of over the 
the blanket was thin, bare ice walls developed down 
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which debris fell, rolled, flowed, depending upoE the steepness of 
the ice wall and the amount of wa:er the sediment contained. Most 
superglaci'71 debris in North Dakota contained a large quantity of swelling 
clay (mostly montmoriilonite) and therefore had a tendency to flow easily. 
If the sediment blanket was thick, considerable flowage occurred as under-
lying stagnant ice slowly melted and changed the direction and amount of 
surface slope. 
Clayton (1967, p. 29-31 and 37-38) has discuss these processes 
in detail and concluded that the relief on the present landscape (where 
there is no effect of underlying, buried, pre-last glacial advance topo-
graphy) is roughly equal to the thickness of the superglacial drift and that 
most present-day slopes on 11 till" are closely related to the thickness and 
plasticity (controlled mostly by mineralogical composition and water con-
tent) of the superglacial . He has therefore established the following 
general conclusions (Clayton, oral commun.i:cation, April 7, 1970): If the 
present-day local relief is about 5 to 10 feet and average maximum slope 
angles are between 1 and 4 degrees, the superglacial drift was a few feet 
to a few tens of feet thick and linear till ridges ("washboard moraines") 
are common (see the section Special Geomorphic Symbols, topic Linear Till 
Ridges). If the local relief is about 2 0 to 3 O feet and average maximum 
slope angles are between 4 and 7 degrees, the thickness of the super-
glacial drift was a few tens of feet to several tens of feet and circular till 
ridges ("doughnuts") are common (see the section Special Geomorphic 
Symbols, topic Circular Till Ridges). If local relief is on the order of 100 
11111 
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feet or more and average maximum slope u.i1glcs c:irc 7 to 2 0 clu;:ccs, 
then the superglacial drift thickness was several tens of feet to more 
than 100 feet. 
The above analysis is for sediment that is lithologically till, a 
slightly stony mixture of sand, silt, and clay in approximately equal 
proportions. Similar relationships hold for superglacial lake and stream 
deposits in North Dakota, but lake sediment tends to be more plastic, 
flow more easily, and therefore forms slopes with lower angles. Strea.r.:i 
sediment is less plastic and forms steeper slopes. 
These relationships seem to hold for Rolette County, with the 
exception of the area shown as Unit vV, where relief is apparently 
complicated by underlying topography "showing through" the last layer of 
sediment. 
In addition to the fact that very little "till" seems to have been 
deposited directly by moving ice (and can therefore correctly be called 
"glacier sediment"), there is "till" that is not till in Rolette County! 
other words, there is unsorted sediment that was either deposited directly 
by glacial ice, as a result of surrounding glacial ice melting and lowering 
it into place, or by slope processes as the underlying stagnant ice melted 
and created relief on the superglacial surface, that does not lithologically 
fall into the 1'normal 11 description of a slightly stony mixture of sand, silt, 




"Till" dcnosits related to the Souris 
River lobe (Uni ts Q, R, and S) 
The Souris River lobe advanced from west to east across the Rolette 
meltwater basin (see the section Interpreted Quaternary History, topic 
Phase 3), picked up a large quantity of sand and silt, and deposited a 
"till" composed dominantly of stony sand .{as in Unit 15). Unit Q is the 
thin till sheet left in the Rolette meltwater basin, Unit R is the Rolette 
end moraine, and Unit S are hills streamlined by the ice advance. 
Thin "till" {Unit Q). --Unit Q is a thin {usually l 1/2 to 3 feet) 
blanket of slightly stony sand to slightly stony silt, sand, and clay (Fig. 
31; and as in Units 15 and 13). Three striated boulders, all aligned east-
west, were found in the base of this "till" in a. gravel pit in l\El/4SE1/4N 
El/4 sec. 3 O, T. 159 N., R. 71 W. (Figs. 31 and 32). In many places this 
unit is intensely stirred by burrowing animals, and is mixed with under-
lying stream sediment and with overlying wind-blown silt and sand. Its 
presence was usually recognized in the field by scattered boulders (Unit 
21) on a topogrp.phy that otherwise appears to be an "outwash plain 11 
composed of stream and lake sand and silt (as in Unit 6). 
When the Souris River lobe overrode the Rolette meltwater basin 
scattered blocks of unmelted glacial ice remained, buried in the stream 
sediment deposited in the basin. These buried ice blocks were relatively 
small, isolated, and must have been surrounded by stream sedicnent prior 





Figure 32. --1\.crial photograph stcrnoscopic pair of the area around the grc1vel pit shown in figure -> l . E'2trt 





·gure 31 . --Photogra p of thin (2 feet ) t ill e x po s ed b a gr vc pit ~o ... 
of Rol et E / 4 sec . 3 0 , T . 15 9 · . , R. 71 vV.) . 
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relatively incompressable material, the weight of tho ovc:rriding ice 
_would have caused them to flow plastically and become p<1rt of the re-
advancing ice. 
Much of the area overlain by Unit Q has the appearance of a pit-
ted outwash surface (Fig. 32). I think that it formed as shown in Figure 
33. The lithology of the unit seems to progressively become sandier to 
the east, siltier and clayier to the west. 
Rolette end moraine (Unit R). --The Rolette end moraine is orient-
ed north- south and is a high-relief, hummocky ridge, 2 0 to _100 feet 
high, composed of slightly stony to stony, unstratified sand, silty sand, 
sandy silt, and clayey sandy silt (mostly as in Unit 15). This material 
was derived from the west as the Souris River lobe advanced over the 
Rolette meltwater basin because (1) all the lineations in Units Q and S are 
alligned east-west, and (2) the fairly unusual lithology of these three 
units becomes progressively sandier from west to east, as if more and 
more sand was incorporated in the ice as it crossed the basin. I t:link 
this unit is an end moraine because this lithology very abruptly ceases 
to occur any farther east. "Till" immediately east of this topographic 
high contains much more clay, commonly contains shale fragments in the 
stony fraction, and usually does not contain sandstone and lignite in the 
stony fraction ~s in Unit 12) . 
The Rolette end moraine (Fig. 34) and the overridden outwash vvest 
of it (Unit Q) are cut by numerous, shallow, linear trenches. Clayton 
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Figt:.re 33. --Diagram s!1owing origin of pitted surface of Unit Q. 
(i\.) Stagr.i.ant ice buri,ed in stream sedirrient in the Rolette r.1eit-
water basin. (B) Ove:r:dL--:;_g· by the ::e-advance cf the Souris River 
lobe. (C} Melting· of the Sol:.ris River lobe. (D) Melting· of the 
b:.iried blocks 0£ s tag-nant ) . .::::e. 
a 
figu1 <' 3,1. --1\eri al photograph stereoscopic pair of th e Rol ette end moraine showing 11 disintcgration trenches. " 
Parts of photographs BAG-lBB-116 c1nd 117, flown September 16 , 1961 , incl uding s ec . 25 , T . 160 





{1967, p. 33) has observed that linear trenches like these are common in 
areas where stream sediment was deposited around stagnant glacial ice. 
He proposed that the trenches originated when stream sediment buried an 
ice-cored ridge,_and calls them "disintegration trenches" (Fig. 35). 
Sometimes these trenches turn into low ridges as they cross shallow de-
pressions. This has been explained by a similar mechanism by Clayton 
and Freers (1967, Fig. R-22) .· During the summer of 1969 many similar 
features were observed in the unglaciated part of North Dakota and 
Clayton (1970a and 1970b) now feels that many are trails made by bison 
migrating up wind. 
Many linear depressions in and near the Rolette end moraine are 
not 'oriented parallel to the prevailing wind directions (northwest-south-
east) and do not seem to be situated in places where bison would logical-
ly make them when avoiding impassable topographic barriers. I think 
those shown on Figure 34 originated as crevasse fillings that later formed 
ice-cored ridges which were then buried by stream sediment and overrid-
den by the Souris River lobe (combine Fig. 35 with Fig. 33). The well-
insulated ice cores melted after the Rolette end moraine was deposited. 
Streamlined hills (Unit S) .--Hills of sand and gravel were over-
ridden, streamlined, and covered with a veneer of till by the re-advance 
of the Souris River lobe. They are generally oriented east-west, are con-
spicuous on aerial photographs, vary from a few hundred yards to several 
miles in length, and are similar to the "long, linear ridges II described by 
Lemke {1960, p. 59-66) in McHenry County. Some are distinctly higher 
n. ice 
C. d 
, • ., . .J 
F 35 ,·-·"Dfogram sho,Ning development disintegration trenches (from CJi.wton, 19 6 7, 3). 
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at their west end. Two small ones in the SE 1/2 of sec. 3, T. l S 9 :N., R. 
71 W. have the inverted-spoon shape of a classic drumlin (Shepps and 
Fairbridge, 1968). 
A good exposure of ice-contact stratified sand and gravel in the 
core of one of these streamlined hills occurs a't a quarry 2 1/2 miles 
south of Rolette (Nl/2SW1/4 sec. 4, T. 159 N., R. 71 W .) . Stratified 
gravelly sand is exposed in the core of the double-ridged feature (Fig. 
3 6) in cuts along State Highway 3 about 3 1/2 miles south of the junc-
tion with State Highway 66 (NE1/4SE1/4 sec. 2, T. 159 N., R. 73 W .) . 
Both of these features are covered with a veneer of till. A bison femur 
(?) was collected from the till over the latter feature, at the driveway to 
the farm of Leroy Dissette (SE corner NE1/2SE1/4 sec. 3, T. 159 N., R. 
73 W .) • 
I think the sand and gravel was deposited in eastward-flowing 
streams during phase 2 of the last deglaciation (see the section Interpret-
ed Quaternary History). The unusual double ridge shown in Figure 36 may 
have initially formed as shown in Figure 3 7. If the cores of these ridges 
had not been generally parallel to the direction of the ice advance which 
streamlined them, I doubt if they would have formed such long, linear, 
features. It would be difficult to explain the linear ridge 13 1/2 miles 
long in McHenry County (Lemke, 1960, p. 59) with this reasoning, but 
there is no necessity for all features with this form to have originated in 
exactly the sam~ way. It seems obvious that overriding active ice caus-
ed the streamlined form. 
1/2 MILE 
ri ~"-:r ,::, 36 .- -1\e rial pho t ograph ste r e oscopic pa ir show ing the doubl e -ridg e d drumlin s outh of Fonda . l'art o f 












3 7 .. --Diagram showing c.. possible orig.in for the double-ridged 
shown in Fig-..1re 3 6, pr:.or to overriding by the Souris River 
lobe. 
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"Till" deoosits in the Turtl8 Mountains 
(Units TJ aad V) 
The Turtle Mountains are an area of high-relief stagnant-ice mo-
raine with many closed depressions and hilly topography. Most of the 
sediment was sheared into a superglacial position approximately 15,000 
to 13,000 yec.rs ago and then redeposited by mud:iows during collapse 
from stagnant ice 13,000 to 9,000 years ago. Most stagnant ice was 
probably melted by 10,000 years ago. 
The sediment is lithologically iike that in Unit 12 and is character-
ized by shale fragments common in the stony fraction. Sandstqne and 
nite fragments are rare but become siightly more abundant to locally com-
mon on the south side. The area is mapped as Unit U except in the valle.y 
Willow Creek where the topography is lower, has a more compact relief, 
is thought to be deposited in a valley that existed prior to the last glacial 
advance (Fig. 15), and is mapped· as Unit v .. 
Limited weil data indicates that drift thickness exceeds 400 feet, 
but the thickness of any one drift is probably not much greater than 100 feet. 
The general sequence of events recounted for the last deglaciation has 
probably occurred a number of times on the Turtle Mountains and each ice 
advance deposited a thicker layer of sediment on them than on their surround-
ings. 
"Till" de;oosits east of the Turt:e 
Mountains (LJnits T an.d W) 
The lithology of the "till" east of the Turtle Mountains is like that 
in Unit 12 . Shale fragments are common and sandstone and lignite 
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frag_ments arc~ essentially absent in the stony 
pa1~t of the area, mapped as Unit T, has low-relief, rolling to undula.ting 
topography and contains many circular till ridges (Fig. 11; see also the 
section Special Geomorphic Symbols). This is an area of low-relief 
stagnant-ice moraine that has also been called "ground moraine" or "low-
relief dead-ice moraine. " 
The sediment had a past history similar to. the sediment deposited 
in the Turtle Mountains except that compressive flow conditions, neces-
sary to shear debris into a superglacial position, were not common until 
the glacier began to stagnate. As a result the ice was generally cleaner 
than that over the Turtle Mountains, superglacial drift thickness was on 
the order of a few feet to a few tens of feet, and melting of the stagnant 
ice took place rr.ore rapidly. Stagnation probably took place approximate-
ly 13,000 to 12,500 years ago and most of the stagnant ice probably melt-
ed in a few hundred years. Stagnant ice blocks well insulated by a thick 
blanket of superglacial sediment may have persisted for several thousand 
years. 
The sediment in the northern area, mapped as Unit W, has a similar 
lithology and origin but that area has a complex, mixed relief (Fig. 3 8). 
Local relief varies from rolling to hilly (see the section Interpreted Quater-
nary History, subsection History Before the Last Glacial Advance). North-
south, east-west, northeast-southwest I and northwest-southeast linear 
trends are apparent on aerial photographs. in such complexity it is 
difficult to explain them by one glacial advance. That, coupled with the 
... 
Figure 
11 0 , 
3 8 . - - A rial photograph stereoscopic pair showing complex, ul · -
s ~oried gl acial l andscape . Topographic f eatures devel o pe pr 'or 
t o the l ast g l acia l adv ance " show through" the till d epos ·t d by 
the last ice advance . Parts of photographs BAG- 2 B- 118 and 19 , 
flown May 25 , 19 62 , including part of secs . 29 a nd 32, T. 164 
R . 69 W . and the Canadian border . 
• I 
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thin mantle of till over the entire landscape, makes me think rnany 
of these features are relics from earlier deglaciations. Some of the 
features oriented north-south arc sinuous, prominent ridges when viewed 
on the ground, but are not at all obvious on aerial photographs (Fig. 3 9) 
lending support to the idea that they are ice-contact stream deposits 
(
11 eskers ") that are covered with a blanket of younger superglacial s edi-
ment. 
Therefore the difference between Units T and W is basically the 
difference between the topography that underlies the last layer of glacier 
and mudflow sediment. The area of Unit T is underlain by nearly flat 
topography and the area of Unit W is underlain by a topography contain-
ing many hills and ridges of ice-contact sand, gravel, and tilL. 
Older 11 till ''d.eposits south of the Turtle 
Mountains (Units X, Y, and Z) 
"Till 11 · deposits south of the Turtle Mountains that are older than 
those deposited by the Souris River lobe are composed dominantly of litho-
logies like those in Unit 13. The ice that transported this material over-
rode the Turtle Mountains, and fragments of shale, sandstone, and lignite 
are all common in the stony fraction. Most of the topography has been 
modified by either the re..;advance of the Souris River lobe or by stream or . 
wave erosion associated with the later part of the last deglaciation (Lake 
Souris or Units M and N). These deposits are shown as Unit Y unless they 
have the special characteristics of Units X or z. 
·---------- -
Figure 3 9. --Aerial photograph stereoscopic pair of an obscure esker which probably pre-dates the last ic e -
advance. Part of photographs BAG-2BB-71 and 72, flown May 25, 1962, including s ecs. 15 





Thin "till" over sand and gravel hills (Unit X). --Severn.I large 
hills near the Rolette-Pierce county line are veneered with S to 2 S feet of 
till. One ridge oriented north-south (Fig. 40) is obviously cored by ice-
contact stream sediment that was part of a large north-south-trending 
esker. Quarry operations expose upper-flow-regime sand and gravel. No 
good exposures of the till veneer were found but I suspect that this feature 
may be covered in part by sediment derived from the Souris River lobe (as 
in Unit Q). 
The relationship between the till and underlying sand is well ex-
posed in cuts along the south side of the SEl/4 sec. 36, T. 159 N., R. 
73 W. (Fig. 41). The main bulk of this hill seems to be sand. 
A feature characteristic of these exposures is the well-developed 
but indistinct drainage patterns on them. I think this drainage pattern 
developed during an erosion interval prior to the last glacial advance and 
that the till is draped across this previously established drainage. Equal-
ly distinct drainages have not developed on other hills with similar relief 
and surface sediment in the last 10,000 years, and the drainages on these 
hills {Figs. 40 and 41) do not appear to be as sharp and distinct on aerial 
photographs as they should be if they were recent features. 
High-relief "till" with large sandstone blocks (Unit Z). --Large 
erratic blocks of bedrock sandstone and sand containing iron concretions 
occur west and northwest of the town of Rolette. Tne largest block, at 
least 30 feet thick, is exposed in the cut along Stuto Highwo.y GG approxi-
mately 4 miles west of Rolette (NW corner of sec. 23, T. 160 N. , R. 72 
1/2 MILE 
figure 40. - -Aer ia l phot og raph ste reoscopic pair o f ov8rr idden i c e-contact s tn::am s ediment . Part of photo 
gra phs BAG- 1Bl3- 13 a nd 14 , flown Se ptcmLicr 16 , 1961 , incl u ding p.:1rt o f s ec ~ 6 , T . 15 9 N . , 





figure 4 1. - -Ac ri a l photogra ph ste reosc opic pair of a s and a nd gra.veJ hill veneer ed wit.h 5 to 25 feet of til'! . 
Part. o f photogra phs BAG - l BB-7 and 8 , fl own Sept ember 16 , 196 1, purt of s ec . 36 , T . 159 I\ ., 





Vi.). This block wa.s probably derived from the Cretaceous i'ox s 
Formation. 
Sandstone blocks are also common along the ridge (Fig. 42) in 
secs. 2, 3, and 4, T. 160 N., R. 72 W.; secs.31 and 32, T. 161 N., R. 
71 W.; and sec. 36, T. 161 N'., R. 72 W. This ridge is a rather unusual 
feature that looks very much like an esker on aerial photographs ; is cut 
by shallow, linear, depressions that look like disintegration trenches (see 
preceding discussion in this section, topic Rolette end moraine, Unit R); 
and is dominantly composed of till (20 feet is exposed ir. the railroad cut 
in Figure 42, SWl/4 sec. 31, T. 161 N., R. 71 Y.1.). The disintegration 
trenches suggest that this feature might be a moraine deposited on the 
northern edge of the eastward-moving Souris River lobe that deposited 
Unit R. The only additional support for this interpretation is the observa-
tion that the streamlined hills (Unit S) occur only immediately south of 
this feature. 
Sand and Gravel of Uncertain Origin (Unit P) 
.Arcuate to sinuous ridges (Unit P) in 'i'. 160 and 161 N., R. 70 W. 
may have formed either as ice-contact stream sediment (as in Unit O) or 
as the eastern-most part of the Rolette end moraine (Unit R). Most of 
these hills are composed of gravelly sand but .exposures are inadequate 
to tell the deposits are bedded and sorted (as in Unit 0) or non-bedded 
and unso:-ted {as in Unit R). I favor the hypothesis that these features 
originated as ice-contact sand and gravel (as in Unit O). 
1/ 2 MILE 
Figu re 42 . --1\.cri cll photograph stereo scopic paii: of part of Unit Z . Par t of pho togrc.'l phs B/\G- 1 RB- 189 c111d "" 
190, fl ow n September 16, 1951 , thc SWconrnrof s oc . 31 , T . 16] N . , R . 7 1 W . is a bout in 





purpose of section is to the type of practical 
applications that can be from the data providec. in the section Basic 
Data. No new data are presented here. Basic data are combined in 
various ways and the conclusions reached or implied in this section are 
limited by the accuracy of those data (see discussion of data accuracy in 
the section Basic Data). Most of the conclusions are very be-
cause most of the data are of a reconnaissance type. The maps included 
with this section (Pl. 2) are not intended to used at any e larger 
than that at which they are published, and some of the maps are at best 
suggestive even at that scale. If your specific interest involves a detail-
ed, problem, this section should help you determine specific type 
of local, detailed, basic data to request from a soil scientist, geologist, 
engineer, or well driller to provide a basis solving your problem . 
Water Resources 
Water resources of Rolette County can be divided into surface and 
subsurface resources. Surface resources are limited primarily to stock 
watering, waterfowl, and recreational use. Subsurface waters occur in 4 
major settings: (1) surface sand and gravel aquifers, (2) discontinuous 
shallow aquifers in glacial drift, (3) continuous sand and gravel aquifers 
in pre-glacial, buried valleys, and (4) fine- to medium-grained sandstone 
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a.quifors in prc-Quutcrnary s cdiment. 
The ma:;> Ground-Water Resources (Pl. 2) v,as by 
combining basic data of surface sediments (r.nap Surface S ent3 2nd 
landforms, Pl. l), topography developed on the pre-Quaternary sediment 
beneath: the glacial drift (Fig. 2), and the lithology of the pre-Quatermiry 
sediment (Fig. 2). Most of the previous test drilling for ground water in 
the glacial drift has terminated without providing reliable data on drift 
thickness. Glacial erratics, tens of feet to several hundred feet thick, of 
pre-Quaternary sediment can be expected in some parts of Rolette County. 
Anyone considering a ground-water drilling program should consult the 
recommendations presented in the preceding discussion in the subsection 
Topography Beneath the Glacial Drift and the Problem of Ice Thrusting. 
Anyone having a well drilled for domestic or fann water supplies should 
have a test well drilled to assure adequate quantity and quality before 
paying for casing or completion. 
The surface sand and gravel aquifers are the combined Units 9, 
10, 11, 14, and 15 from Plate 1. These aquifers are capable of producing 
hard water in small quantities, generally less than 50 gallons per minute 
but locally 50 to 100 gallons per minute. Total dissolved salts is usually 
about 5 00 parts per million. There is a 95 percent probability that a 
correctly completed well drilled within this map area will yield water 
. adequate for the average home or farm. 
Surface aquifers in the area mapped as sand and silt, undivided 
(Units 6 and 7) and alluvium {Unit 8) on Plate 1 may be higl~ly variable 
.................. ________ ~~~~---~ 
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and are capable of yieldir.g from less than 5 to as much as 100 gallons 
per minute of hard water having total dissolved salts of aoout 500 parts 
per million. These are shown as the same unit on the map Ground-Vvater 
Resources (Pl. 2) as hills of sand and gravel which may locally produce 
5 O to 100 gallons per minute of water of similar quality but from greater 
depths (may be 100 or more feet below the surfae1:). 
Discontinuous sand and gravel aquifers, a few inches to many 
feet thick, may occur throughout the glacial drift. The total drift thick-
ness may be many tens of feet over most of the county and up to several 
hundred feet over the Turtle Mountains, most of which is till. Where 
present, these aquifers are capable of producing hard water in quantities 
generally less than 500 gallons per minut_e. Total dissolved salts usually 
range between 3 00 and 2,000 parts per million. In the areas where the 
surface sediment is till, there is about a 5 O percent probability of drilling 
into a sand or gravel aquifer of this nature. · There is ~O percent probability 
that a correctly completed well in one of these aquifers will yield water 
adequate for the average farm or home. These comments also apply to the 
glacial drift that underlies all the other surface sediment in Rolette County. 
Areas of drift were shallow, more continuous aquifers are suspect-
ed (see discussion in the section Interpreted Quaternary History, subsec-
tion History Before the Last Glacial Advance) are so indicated on the 
map Ground-Water Resources on Plate 2. This particular map unit is 
interpretive and is hot supported by drilling data. 
Continuous sand and gravel units probably exist in prc-glaciul 
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tion is hypothesized from the contour lines on the map of the topography 
beneath the glacial drift (Fig. 2) and are obviously not accurately locat-
ed. Since there buried valleys may be mis-located weveral miles or may 
not even exist, this information of the map Grmmd-vVater Resources on 
Plate 2 should be interpreted to mean only that aquifers of this type might 
exist in the vicinity of the area indicated. Drilling with the expectation 
of hitting one of these aquifers solely on the basis of informa-::ion on Plate 
2 probably has less than a 10 percent chance of being successful. These 
aquifers are capable of producing hard water in quantities generally rang-
ing between SO and 5 00 gallons per minute. Total dissolved salts probably 
range between 3 00 and 5 00 parts per million, but could be much higher. 
Fine- to medium-grained sandstone aquifers occur in the bedrock 
beneath part of Rolette County. This information is derived from Figure 
2. There is a 95 percent probability that a correctly completed weli dril-
led in this area on the map Ground-Water Resources (Pl. 2) will be succes-
sful at a depth less than 600 feet. These aquifers are capable of produc-
ing from l O to lOO gallons per minute of soft water. Total dissolved salts 
are probably about 2,000 parts per million. This heavily mineralized water 
may not be fit for human consumption and is best used for stock and laund-
ering, although brown staining due to high concentrations of colored ions 
may locally be a problem. 
Waste Disposal 
The potential for ground-water pollution can be judged from the 
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map Near-Surface Permeability (Pl. 2). Permeability is the measure cf 
how easily a fluid will flow through material, so the higher the per:mea-
bility, the more easily ground water will flow and the greater p:::-o-
bability of contaminating ground water with surface waste. A sewage 
lagoon is best located in an area of lowest permeability. Septic tanks 
require leaching fields and will not function properly in areas of ver,..1 low 
permeability, but require careful installation and maintenance in areas of 
high permeability in order to prevent ground-water contamination. 
No penneability determinations were made for this report. The 
map Near-Surface Permeability (Pl . 2) was .constructed by combining the 
lithologic units shown on the map Surface Sediments and Landforms into 
units of high, medium, low, and very low permeability according to the 
general characteristics of .sediment as shown by Terzaghi and Peck (1967, 
pp. 55 and 381). There is an 80 percent probability of finding the indi-
cated permeability within the areas shown on that map. 
Construction Capabilities 
The general types of construction conditions that can be expected 
in Rolette County are shown on the map Construction Capabilities (Pl. 2). 
There is an 80 percent probability that the conditions indicated will be 
found within those map areas. Water problems are predicted on the basis 
of the map Near-Surface Permeability (Pl. 2) and topographic location. 
Engineering properties (foundation conditions, slope stability, frost 
susceptibility, compressibility, bearing capacity, and so forth) are 
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estimated from g properties of s sedir;-:er:t 0.s given by :i:'lc1wn 
(1970, pp. 63-80) and Terzaghi and Peck (1967, p. 29-84). 
Sand Grave:i. Resources 
Sarni and gravel is available in various qu2::.tity quality 
t:1roughout Rolette County, but most contains too much deleterious 
material (mostly shale, clay, chert) to be used as high quality con-
crete aggregate. Some of the till in the southwestern part of the county 
contains relatively small amounts of shale, and as a res.iit, much of the 
sand and gravel there contains less s:iale the deposits in the rest of 
the county. Local deposits there may possibly contain material adequate 
for concrete aggregate. The general type sand and gravel resources to 
expected in the county are shown on the map Sand and Gravel Resources 
(Pl. 2). Sand gravel prospectors should also critically examine smal-
lerfeatures shown as Units 17, 1.8, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 42, 43, a:::1d 44 
on the map Surface Sediments and Landforms (Pl. 1). · These features may 
contain locally significant deposits. 
Soils 
The accuracy of data on Plate l may locally be better than tha'~ 
presently available 0:::1 the general soils map (see the discussion in the 
section Basic Data), at st as as the lithologic data is concerned. 
Caution: Hillslope steepness has been locally adjusted to coincide with 
lithologic con~acts. Users of report interested in soils can probably· 
refine the infonnation available on general soils map by using Plate l 
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aad Bulletin 4 73 of the Agricultural Experiment Stu.Hon, :i\To:cfr1 Dakotc.1 
State liniversity (:?atterson, Johnsgard, Sweeny, a.nd Orr,odt, 19 68). 
Town Planning 
The information presented in this repor-: may be too general to be 
of much specific use in town planr...ing, but it may still be more helpful 
than anything else currently available. The 3 major communities in the 
northern part of the county, Dunseit::'1, Belcourt, and Rolla, are all locat-
ed on flat to undulating gravel deposits {Pl. l) . As can be seen from 
Plate 2, these are areas of good potential water resources, good construe-
tion capabili s, high near-surface permeability, and the best sand and 
gravel resources in the county. 
Gravel resources are conveniently :ocated so that if local gravel 
can be used in construction, hauli:1.g costs are kept to a n:inirnum. When 
communities are small, the noise <l:nd dust of gravel operations is usually 
far enough away .from dwellings so as not to be objectionable. Experience 
has shown (Flawn, 1970, p. 111-114) that as communities grow and 
residential areas spread out to surround gravel operations, zoning ordi-
nances are passed that drive gravel operators to less economic deposits 
requiring expensive hauling. By building ove:r and re-zoning the ·only 
available sand and gravel deposits many urban ·areas have caused the 
price of concrete to go up, construction costs to go up, and the city's 
bill for municipal projects to be higher. It would be wiser long-range 
planning to encourage community gtowth away from, rather than on top of, 
-
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significant deposits of this type. 
more immediatG concern to communities dcve:Jo;:,cd o,, 
gravel deposits is the:; high probability of ground-wute:r pollution 
high near-surface permeability of the sediment. It will be rnuch ct 
0 to 
to construct adequate sewage lagoons in areas of low, rather than high, 
permeability. In areas of high permeability, septic tank leaching s 
may work so well that a septic tank can cease to function properly, dis-
charge contaminated water to the water table without the owner being 
aware of the problem, and seriously contaminate local water supplies. 
Rigorous ordinances regulating septic tank construction and waste dis-
posal would seem to be in order in this situation. 
Encouraging construction on river flood also would s.sem to 
be an error in town planning. Flood plains exist because the river 
ically rises and inundates them. This does not necessarily happen every 
year, but extreme flooding can be expected to occur at intervals. (A good 
discussion of this problem is available in the North Dakota Geological 
Survey Miscellaneous Series 35, by Harrison, 1968). Owners and renters 
of buildings constructed on flood plains can therefore expect that they will 
be inundated sometime, as there is a 100 percent probability that it will 
happen. This can annually be observed at Minot, North Dakota. Wise 
community planning would prohibit most building construction on flood 
plains (Units 8 and J on Pl. 1) and restrict their use to recreation, 
culture, parking, storage, or to other open us es. 
r 
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Farro and Ranch :?10:ming 
This report may be able to assist form and rcmch 2::in::::. r1y 
providing additional information on soils, ground-wat8r 
construction ca , and potential pollution problems. in-
formation is provided separately in the preceding subsections. 
roci<s from A major problem of farming in North Dakota is cl 
fields, and I was commonly asked why some fields were 
were usually areas of lake plains (Units C, D, E, F, G, . and I on Pl. 
1). Forested containing ice-walled lake sediment (Unit I) are com-
e 
mon in the Turtle Mountains, and these make rock-free fields when clear-
ed of trees. Most of those areas not in school sections have been 
cleared and cultivated, but some have not. This is especially true in the 
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Commercial quantities of high quality gravel with letsl'f' amounts of sand. 
May contain tao much delett'riom· material (mod(y 'ihale, chert, and clay) 
to qwlify as high qwility concrete aggregate but is excellent quality for 
other use.t 
Commercial quantities of medium to low quality gravel with lei/Ser 
amounts of Mnd. M11J1 contain as much as 30% shale pebbles. 
Small quantities of gravel with considerable sand, Quality in most co~es no1 
adequate for high q=lfty concrete aggregate but excellent quality for other 
~« 
Smafl quantities of medium to low quality gravel with n.ms.idf!T"able Slmd. 
!'tfay contain as much as J(lf{, !/,ale pebbles. 
Small isolated deposits of Pariable quality capable u( producing sand and 
grai·el fm indfrillual use, Best prospects on small hills and along streams. 
See text f<>r discussion of por.ibly significant local deposits. 
No rurface flO!ld or gavel supplies. 
Potential for 
Permeabilityf Ground-Water Contamination 
(cm/sec) by Dqp'ad.atble Pollutants 
High(greater than url) Hi"gh 





High to low(HJ"1 to J(J" 7J 
D Medium to low Moderate (JUI to ur5J 
Low to very low low 
(Hr3 to 10·71 
Very low low 
r1u5 to ur7J 
fLaboratory data. Jointed sedimentr may locall}' be much higher. 
ENGINEERING AND RESOURCE MAPS 
of 
Rolette County 
























(An intespr~ti~e, genetic map) 
Consult the text for a more complete dlsc.ussion. All unit1· may locally Jun•e a rencer /a fe"I> inches to a 
few feet thick) of wind·blown silt and ~nd, most oJ which w,u di'po!:lted between 4,500 llrlli 8,000 _,ears ago 
LAKE SEDIMENT 
DESCR IPTION AND OR!GlN 
SLOUGH AND POND SEDIMENT: (This unit occurs in mony areas fh(lf we too =II to ¥how ar 
this "SC(l/e ll!ld is dtown on the map Surface Sedimenrt and Ltimiforms as Un/rs l aml 46.): a.) 
Slouah (temporary pond) ediment, us111uly ln 11round•water recbarie areu. partially o:ddlud. and 
con!l,tlnK nf m .. terlal dMlv..d tram adjacent hillslope,: b) pond sediment, 1.1su.ally a raw feet tbi<:l•, 
1.1no.11.idll.ed, l1Jld con1d11in2 both la.cunrlne foi&l.11 (!llcb as fish, micrOcl\utacu.ns, and mollusks) 
and tnsdl.1 w11.slnd 1n trom adja.cent fore11 (ruch 11.1 spruce woud U1d needle,): loully co11tkira pe11.t 
In the Turtle Mountains. Ponds beman lo form when glacial lee rtapi.ated (about I~ ,000 ye.,-,, qu), 
but stable basins may not have u,isted until all debrls•covtred stall,nant lee melted (10.000 yean 
aco In the Turtle Mount&ln.s, but per hap• u early u l 2 ,D 00 ye.,-,, qo elaewben,): du.rl.Dil thla ti.ale 
the cllm1.te was cooler and mol.rter tha.n at preRnt; most ponds turned ffltn sloughs (41,,;cept in the 
Turtle Mountains) about l D /,00 ye.,-,, aeo: 1i:dimcnt deposited betw~n 8,600 and 4,i 00 yelll"s ago 
Is colll"ser and contains leas organic material because tha climate was driu .. nd bill81opesle11 llt1.ble: 
thoiuands of small depreuioru are not ob.own on either m .. p. 
SHOREUl'i"E DEPOSITS: Sand bodies in tbe ,ou1hwestem part of the map area that ma)· ha= 
bun ..ewoTkcd or deposited by wavu near the edee or e,lacial Lake Souris between 13.000 and 
12,000 years ago. More work ml&ht show tha.l 90me are •ln!am or wind di.,po.lits that hq:,pen to 
occut at elevation,, tbU neuly coincide with level• or liadal Lake Souris. 
LAKE SEDDIENT NOT DEPOSITED ON OR IN CONTACT WITH STAGNA::iT GLACIAL ICE: 
Lll.l¥dY ofhhon,, silt and clay but milY contain pond ,ediment similar to that in \,'"nit A as well as 
nul'lhON! ur,d 1nd 4Ut: depolited between 13 ,DOD and 12 ,ODO yca.r1 ago . 
SEDL'IENT OF ICE~\1ARGlNAL LAKE SOURIS BELOW lSIU FEET IN ELEVATION: Mnstb 
ofhhore silt and c1 .. y. Tbis unit is restricted to the southwutem part of the map lltt'&; associated 
shoreline featun,s wen, not formed on stagnant 1:tLaclaJ Ice; younger than Unit, E, F, G, K, U1d L; 
depo9ited b<,t,.•een 1 ~ ,ODO and l 2 ,D DO years a11.o. 
SEDD1ENT OF ICE-MARGINAL LAKE SOURIS BETWl':l':N 1510 AND 1550 FEET IN 
ELt:VATION: Mo11Jy otfshott ,lit and cJ1y bu1 Includes soma wave-eroded till. Thia unit is 
resl<icWd lo Lhe .oulhwulern part of the map a.rea: few (le,s thon 10 percent) shoreline feat....,, 
were rormed on sta,;nant 11 laclal ice: older than Unit D: youneer than Units F, G. K, and L: 
deposiled l,etwccn 11 .DD O and 12 .o O O rear, ago. 
SEDIMENT OF ICE-~1ARGINAL LAKE SUURIS BETWEEN I:S:SO Al'i"D 1570 FEET IN 
ELEVATION: Mo•tlY nearshore silt and u.nrt but Inc ludes some waw•crodcd till. Some (between 
10 and ~O percent) oh.onollne fe.itun,1 were formed on stagna.nt 1lactal iu; nlder than Unit• D IUld 
E;;: younger thlln l,'"nlh G, K, and J.; depolited between 18 .o O O and 11 .DO O Y&l.l's ap;o, 
SEDIMENT OF ICE-MARCINAL LAKE SOURIS BETWEEN 1570 ..-.d 1600 FEET IN 
F.1.EVATION: Dominantly uHdiure 1111 and day: Units Kand Lare assocbted dell.a and •l•eam 
s«liment. This unit b restrlctM tn the 1nuth-centzal pa.rt or the map 1110: many Ci O toll C percent) 
ol the shon,line foaLuru were developed on stai:nant &Iacial Ice and are now coU..p,cd; the western 
ma'llln of Lhe lak~ "'u icc-w..Ued and may ha,·e been within the southwnWm comer of Rulcttc 
County; older than Units I), i,:, and F; depusited between I J .O O O w-,d I Z .6 0 D yenr, o.go. 
JCE: ~\1AKGINAI. LAKE SEUlMENT NOT ASSOCIATED WJTII LAKE. SOURIS: Domlna.o.tly 
offshore siU a nd clo bul may ,:nnlaln pond ,edlm•nl !drnilar tu Uut in Unit A u well .u neauhore 
ailt and ,and. Sbon,llne, we ~ partially on stagnant lee: deposited after ,t.ioble bouin• formed by tbe 
melttna of ,ta,anant 1Jacla! kc, 11.000 to 10.000 yean aco in the "Turtle Mnuntalns, l?,liOO to 
l0.000 ye a .. ~o elsewhere: al1;<1 hu been called "parLlally ice-walled lake pl&Wli", "l~·mar:clnal 
pto~Jacia.l la.kc aediment", o, "pctched lake plains". 
LAKE SEDIMENT DEPOSITED ON AND SURROUNDED BY STAGNANT GLACIAL ICE: 
Mostly oH.Vlore l.ilt u,d clay becomlfl.ll siltier and undler at margins; includes some nearshore sand. 
gra vel, and mudnovr sediment derived from en<:lo,fa11 s.laelal Ice. Mott of this unit Is locued in the 
nui-them part or the map area; u surroundinll. ice wllllsmelted. the marlins slumi.,~d: as underbin11. 
&Ia.cU.l lee melted, toldinll and tlow ol sediment occurred: ti the sediment blanket was !bin in 
relation to the thlctnesas ol underlylne da~ant Ice. hillslope ,teepness Is rel-.ted to sediment 
thickne .. "" in collapaed IIJaeial .cdlmeut (Unit• "T and U) , bu\ ,lopea ue sli~tly less .iee p: 
tupua,-aphy •• undulatinJ wbete t.l:lu• wu rdatively l!Ule ,ta1<1ant ice beneath the lake aedim~nt 
and I• rn\1\nll 10 hilly . .,.here thne wu conrul.erable vari•tion in the thlckne~ of underlyln~ sta11nant 
Ice; fonned 13,000 to 10,DDO Han aio: alw called " perched lalu plains", ·'moraine platea.us". 
"ice-walled 1,,, ke aedimenl''. o,' "collap .. d lake liedlment", dependine "pon the amount and 
thlckne111 of stagnant lo that waa buried beneoth the la ke sedimen t. 
STRl<:AM SEDIMEl\'T 
Dl':SCRl l' TJON AND ORIGIN 
MODER~ STREAM SEDIMENT: (Th!S unit or:curs along urcams in strips that arc too narrow to 
be shown at this scale and is £flown on the map Surface Sediments and landforms as Umr 8): 
Dnm!nu,tly .lilt and lower-flovr.realm• ehannel sand nf Ooodplalrui: locally contains clay and 
upper-Onw·tt,;lme Oat•bedded v 1vel lenses and channels, Commonly contain• aquatic and 
tenestrial mollusk shells and mammal (eSPecially rodent and bison) bones; deposited in the last 
10,000 yean: co111monly called "alluvium". 
SCOURED STREAM SEDDIENT ASSOCIATED Wim THE 1600 FOO'I LE.VH OF 
ICE-MARGlNAL LAKE SOURIS: DomlnantJy oil.I and lower-flow•reeime channel sand deposited 
In a deltaic environment: locally Includes othhore .silt and clay, and rarely, eravelly oand le=e1: 
covered wlth a thin b lanket (up to a tew tee\ thick) al s\ream sediment (identical to Unit M) that 
w ... depollited u the Lake leve l dropped . "Thi.I unit is ustricted lo the .oulh-centra! part of the m1p 
area: del\1 6Cdlm•nl wa s depo,lted cnn\amporaneously with Units G and L (the veneer i1 lliptly 
youneer); deposited belwttn l8 ,000 and 1 2 .5QO ye.._ .. go; commonly call~ "outwasb". 
PITTED STREAM SEDIMENT ASSOCIATED WITH ntE 1600 FOOT LEVEL QI<' 
ICI.-MARGlNAL LAKE SOURIS: Dominantly silt and lower-fluw•ze~lme channel and. Tbis unit 
ls nstrlcted to the .IOUlh-central part of Ille map area: deposited around numeruu• blo~k• of 
stagnant ~acial ice eilher in a delta or slie:btJy above lake level: the lee blocks melted to fonn 
depre•!on.s: depodted contemporaneouliy witb Unit G b•tw""'n 13 .o o o and I 2 .~O O yeu1 ~go; 
commonly called "plltNI outwas.li". 
~"TR.f.AM Sl-:OJMU'',T DEPOSITED DURING THE LAST UEGLACIATION: Compoaed of 
complexly intcrmiud channels. ton&ue~. lenses. and sheets of gravel, sand, and silt : a ) 
uppcr-fiow·r<:limc channel ,edimcnt (la,w:c!y flat-bedded ....ndy llfa>'CI): bl lower-flow-regime 
channel sediment (19.t'iely hlgh· anp;Je cros.s-bedde<l sand): c} overbank silt. This map unit includH 
some cbannclo thKI do no\ cont .. in •ti,eun ..,diment: locally depom\ed u ound or upon stac.nant ice 
blocks: ,nme arus hive a pitted s,,,rl1ce slmlla,- to Unit L: 10 to 30 pcTCcnt occupiu channels 
deYdoped prior lo tlle laM dcl!laciatlon ; wa t.cr in the 1treams that lonned this unit came mnstl7 
from rainfall (the climate was cooler and muister than it is nuw) and in pa.rt from meltin& elacial 
ice: deposited 13,000 lo 10,liOO ye~ &lilO: also called "outwasb", "pitted nutwHh", "collapsed 
uutwuh", "pror;laclal 11.lluvium", "0'1twuh channels", "pro¥,l...:ilLI ch&r1neJ.", or "meltwatcr 
channels". 
KEY TO THE MAP OF DEPOSITED ON 
SURFACE SEDJMEN'fS AND LANDFOR:MS SOUO GLACIAL 
LJTHOLOCY RELIEF GROUND lCE 
1,46 F 
44 U, R 
2, 3, 4 1:, U 
2, 5, 6 l'.U 
2,6,7,9,13 f, u 
3,6,9,13 I·, L",R 
2, 1, S, 6, 7 F, U,R 
2, 3 r, u 
2,3,6,9, 10 F. I ! , R. H 
KEY TO THE MAl' OF 
SURFACE SEDIM~NTS AND LAND•"oRMS 
LITHOLOGY 
6, 7, 9, 10, l t 
and some arc~s 
outlined by 













DESCRIPTION AND QRl(jlN 
STREAM SEDIMENT DEPOSITEIJ EARLY IN THE LAST DEGLACIATION: tdentlcal to Unit 
111, but d!Nerenttllte<l ftom It south of the TurUe Mountains where Urls unit si.llnds ilil!htly hidie r 
Ii.lid may bll.V<.l 1\eeper :ilopo than Unit M: locally el'()i;&ed by many wi.U channel,.; formed 11,000 
to 12,DDO yea:u a110: commonly called "outwuh". 
STREAM SEDIMENT DEPOSITED ON GLACIAL ICE.: Largely uppu-now -resime chum~1 
oedlment (Clat-bedded lji:tawl und 1andy 11ra,·el) with locwly slv,.ifioant depo,!tl! of 
lower•tlow-rei.i,me channel sediment (mo,tJy hi¥h-~e crou-bcddoxl u.nd); local))· includes 
deposit, ,:om))<ls,,d ol or veneered with mudflow sediment ("till"}. A1 underlyln& l-1...,lal ice 
meltad, th• stru.m sediment underwent considerable gravity faultlna; the thickness of 111per1lacial 
,.dlment I• related to hillslope steepness a. In collapsNI '1aelal sediment (Units T and Uj, but 
,llupes a.re cunsiderably steeper: depoli.ted I 3 ,0 O O to I! .o DO yea.rs a110: commonly called "cOllllP~ 
outwash", "kame complex", "kame", or "esku". 
ICE CONTACI" SAXD AND GRAVEL OF UNCERTAIN ORICIN: Thetc deposite bclollil in either 
UnU O or R, see te><t for dls,:us,;.ton. 
GLACIER AND MUD FLOW SEDIMENT ("TILL") 
KE;;Y TO THE !dAP OF 
SURFACE SEDlMEN"TS AND LANDFORMS 
Ll'IHOLOGY RELIEF 
6. 7. 9. l I F,U. R,H 
6. 9. JO. 11 R, H 
12. 13. l.l R, H 
iu a,ii%;~':K1~1!i~YJ%~1/:Jh":/:S\t,!1;·~:;~le!(:;;; {~·l~i;;'!;,;J:\:::.fi~d~: ~n:~:J~~·;r:/t ~},::It::~;:/ b;:;:,c~~'.: 
carried at or near the botrom of the xlader and which i;ndcr.w'nt litrfr or >10 lateral movement as tl1e endosing 
stagnant ice melt.:d. n1e word "till" is pu1 b('lwccn quotarion mark1 when rhii orixin is imp//cri. 
DESCRJPTION AND ORIGIN 
LOW RELIEF "TILL" RELAThD TO THE SOURIS RIVER LOUE: A thin H 112 10 3 tut) 
blanket of slightly ,tony. c layfy. sill .. nd sand over o lder stream sedtmenl with lithutoeies "'mil1&r 
to that Jn Uni\ M: ,ihale tr~mcnb rar,,, in the ~ony fnction. Striated bnulders In bue a llll.ned 
,,,ut-w«st: often e,;pre"""d as scattered boulders ,m oand and •ilt; upper put deposited on ltBl!nant 
i:lacial ice and ~ollap,ed as underlying k e me!tPd; commonly intense ly stirred and ml,;ed by 
bu:rrowin1 11nimals: occul'I! only west of Unit R in the IIOuLbcrn put of the map area : deposited 
about lJ.000 years ago; commonly called "till", ",round moraine", "rub[llacixl mt1ralne". or 
"IUW•rellef deud-ice morutne•'. I 
HIGH RELIEF "TILL" RE.LATED TO THE SOURIS RIVER LOBE.: Fnm,s a north·sout11-
trendinll: rid1e,!O to JOO fee t hi11h. of ~Uy stony, clayey. Wt and sand (101,:ally more than 10 
percent sand), markinK lhe appro><lmste ea.,;tward llmlt or the Su'1ri1 11.iver Jobt,: Sui.l e frag.ocnt11 
very rare in th• stony fraction. This unit was d"posited within and on top or staRn•nt Ice about 
I 3 ,0 o o yeus ai:o: redepolited by mudflows as the underlyln~ ,tq:nant ke mdtcd l 3 ,0 O O to 12 .D 00 
ye ar• ago: commonly ca.lied "end moraine', ur "high-relief d~ad-ic~ mnra.ine". 
"TILL" OVER STREAMLINI.D HILLS, RF.LATED TO THE SOUltlS RIVER LOBE; Sediment I 
similar to that in Unit Q: owir ice-eroded pre-existing hll4 of gravel. sand, and till . This unit occun 
iu the sou them part of the ma.p area wnt of Unit R: ice erosion prob ~bl y tonk place abou t I 3 .000 
yeua ..:o; commonly called "drumlins", "drumlinoid hill•", "lunr;, linear dru.mlin•", "overridden 
kames". or "fluling". 
UlW R[IJ~:1•, SH.\LE-IUCH '"TJJ.L" EAST OF THE TURTLE PrlQUNTAINS: Sliihlly stony. 
claya~·. st!! .. nd sand; shale frAAJO•ntl common, sandstone and lignite fraamcnt.s rare m the 1tuny 
fraction. Most.of th e unit ls a _ttlallve ly t.h!n shett over .. P•e·existlni: low·rellef topo1r .. phy in the I 
eastun pa.rt of the map al".la; th1cknc'"" of superi:lacial s.c:diment wa• a few fen where topo1.ra-phy is 
flat, a few feet to a few tens of feet wbere topoanphy is undul1tinr;, a fe w ten~ of feel \0 ,i,;,vcra.l 
tens o f feu wheN! topovaphy Is rolling, and more than several tens of fut wh~n, t opography i• 
hilly: m o st hilly t opOGraphy O<·~Ul"S wh~re this umt blankets older (pre -last lee •dnnce ) 
es,;,u·pmcnt~: circulu di:,lnte11rallun rid~c• ("d<>us:hnut•") ,..., commonl)' ..,en on aerial 
phncoar.q,h~; rurhee oediment i" I.alt, Wi ..,onS1n•n in a~e. un~in.Jly ohe arcd liy aclive ice into 
$11per11lactal position about J0.0-00 to 13.000 years ago, then redepo5ited b}" mudflow• duri"-' 
collapse from ,tagnant ice. lS,000 to 1 0.000 yeaT$ a1:o; undulating topography hu been called 
"11round moraine" or "lovr·relicl dea.d.-i,:c moraine": rollinl and hilly topu11raphy has been called 
"1round moraine", " dead-l ee moraine '._ o r "end moraine". 
IIJGII RELIEF, SIIALE·RICII "TILL" IN THE. TURTLE MOUNTAINS: Litholoi:;y similar to that 
in Unit T. 'J"bis unit occut1 in the northern part or the map a.rea: hlllslope ,t.,.,pne•• related lo 
th!cknes.s of supn~laclal material u in Unit T, with thickness locally grea tu than !00 fe• t whnt! 
the topography i• hill1·; tolal ''LHl" thkkne ... locilly exceed• 4 00 feet but coJmists of se ,·eral sheets. 
e~ch unurually thick beca""" uf d!earin1 within active ice caused by the .. nderlyinc tOPOVHPhic 
high; lo w"1" "till<" u e Pleistocene In i ce; surficlal m , teriab ~re the same age u lJnit T; communl)' 
called " high-relief dead·iee moraine". 
MODERATE. RELIEF ''111.L" IN THE TURTLE MOUNTAINS : The wne as l'nit u except \hat 
relief Ii lower 1111d more cumpaet, i.llU S11ndatune and ll.:nlte fnt me11ts become more abund&r1t in 
the 5outh~m part : In• topoGraphlc low formed before th~ la5t ll.lacialion. 
l:OMPLEX Rf.LIEF, SHALE-RICH "TJLL" EAST OF THF. TURTLE MOUNTAINS: The same as 
Unit T e><OfJJ>t that underlying topography. devt!loped on older 11.laciu--derived matcri,,h. is oot fiaL; 
older Ploi,t.occne topop-apbic (eaturn "dlow throu&h ,. the uppermost blanket nf sediment; occurs 
it1 the no rthwestern par\ of the map uea. 
SHALE· AND SANDSTONE-RICH '''flLL"O\'ER SAND A~IJ (;RA\'EL HU.LS : A t.h!n (6 to~!, 
fe~I) bl=k~t draped oveT bilh formed o l stream sand and r.ravel: s.Uebtly rtony, clayey. 9ill 1U1d 
sa.nd with shale. :i&nd~tone. and li11ni te fta&menL• all !airly cummon in the itony traction: ,;andrtone 
i:; usually more ab'1ndant than shale. Tbis unit muks, but dneg not completely obs.::ure. g'1lliU 
d~veloped on sand ind gravel prior to the last r.laclal adva.nce; undulyi.ng depo..itl are Pl~istocene 
in ae e: surface .edirnen! was depu,Oted betwi:cn I~ ,0 O O and I I ,0 OD yeus 11.110 : has been ealled 
..kamea", "uvenidden hlll.s " , "end moraine'", nr " sheet mo raine". 
LOW TO MODERATE RELIEF, SHALE· AND SANDSTONE-RICH "TILL": L!tholon as in Unit 
X and ot com pl,,; nl"\g(n. The last sediment blanket !~ prubably thin (a few fe~t tu a rew te ns of 
led) and may have been modified bY bnth wav~ and stream erosion: ,rurlace umn may locall>· 
diffe r in .. ~e: d"~n.rited between 15 ,00 D and 11,0 0 0 ~ean aeo. 
IIIGII RELIEF, SHALE- AND SANDSTONE-RICH ''TII.L" CONTAINING LARGE 
SANDSTONE BLOCKS: LitholotY $1mllar to sediment ln Unit X but contains abundant, very lar:i:e 
(..,,..e,al feet tu ten• nf feel) sand,tone block,. l"hi.o unlt cenerally has bid! N!lief: occurs in the 
snuth•cenual part nf the m1p area. The uppermost put may have been deposited II.I a moraine 
betwe,en t.he e astward movlni: Soul'U Rlverln!;,e and stag,na.nt ice betwun the Suuris River lobe ...-,_d 
the Turtle Mountains. If..-.,. it wuukl have the same a ~e as Units Q and R. The lower p1rt Is a 
complex n! pre -Souris Rl~-..r lobe sedimen\JI and is u old Hor okier than Units U or X. 
KF:Y TO THE MAI' (H' I 
SURFACE;; SE;;DJMENTS AND LANPr·nRMS 
LITHOLOGY RJ::J.!E;;F 
6 , 9. LO, 15 U. R.11 
" R. 11 
! 3, 14. lS U. R. ti 
12 t:, R. II 
12 R.H 
12, l 3 R, II 
12 U, R, 1-1 
11.13, 14 R, II 
1J r, U.R 
13 H 
I r--r-\__j 
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GEOLOGIC MAPS OF ROLEITE COUNTY 
Dwight E. Deal 
1970 
SURFACE SEDIMENTS AND LANDFORMS 
(A LITllOLOGIC AND GEOMORPHIC MAP) 
(Corr:ult the text for a more complete dUCUlllit:m .. Color units indicate 1he lithology of the 
mate~/ beneath the surface soil to a depth of about 5 feet, and can include up to JS percent other 
materials. All units may locally have a veneer fa few mches to a few feet) of wind-blown silt and 
sand that fr within the wil profile. For an expanded discussion of origin see the explanation of the 
map of Sediment Oritfn. The word tlll where l'IOI enclosed in quotation marks i.s used in a purely 
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CLAY: Dominantly offdlore lake Mdimen.t; 
locally may lndud• ,om• nearahore and 
1horeline silt. n11d. &rattl. and mudfl.ow 
ltdl.ment. 
SILT AND CLAY: Sediment u iD U11.lt1 2 all4 
G, urMllvidi!!d. 
'111IN CLAY AND SILT OVER Tll.L: 
Sediment u ID Un.it I wltb till (Unit 12) 
commonly within ft feet of the .ul'ace. 
SILT: Domluntly offlhore lake l<edlment; 
locally may conta.111 1ome clay 01 tine und. 
SAND AND SILT: Of diver.t oti'1n. M!J(l1ment 
u ln Units 5 and 9, undtvtded. 
THIN SAND AND SILT OVER Tll:.L: 
Sediment u in Unit I wUh Ull (as in Unlt 13 or 
la) commonly within 5 feet of the ai.rface. 
ORGANIC SILT WI111 SOME CLAY, SAND, 
AND GRAVEL: overbuk ao4 cbali.D.et 
depolll.h alo11i modem 11treaoa. 





,I II SAND: ot d.Jveri,e ort&m: dominantly st.1eam E,F,I,M,N,O,Q 
~OT OUTCROPS 
sediment. 
GRAVEL AND SAND: Sediment u tn UDit1t I, M, 0, Q 
and 11. undivided. 
GRAVEL: Stream •dtment, M, N,0,X 
SHALE-RICH TILL: Sll&btly stony mh.tun of P, T,U, V, W 
clay, :lih, Uld sand in appro:dmately equal 
proport1011.1 (lilt ls Ul!UallY dominant); i,tony 
fraction contain• many litholoi;:lu hut 
characterl1tleally containa shale and Jacks 
sand.atone and. lignite . 
SHALE· AND SANDSTONE-RICH 'nLL: P,S,V,X, Y,Z 
Llibolo&kallY slm:llar io tedlment In Um1 12, 
but locally may have more .and and I- clay; 
stony fracUo.11 characterl.stically contains 
sandstone, 11.&Dite. and abal.e. 
1111N TILL OVER SAND: Ii to u feet of S, X 
aedlm•nt aa In Unit 13 owr and and p avelly ...... 
STONY SAND: Of divuse origin, domlnantly P, Q, R, S 
i;:lacier udlment; ,ee test for llddltloll..lll -.-~ 
CLAY (U in Unit! or 3 ): bolated oc~nce. 
SAND (u in Unit 6 or t ): belated uccurrence, 
GRA VIL (a1 in Unit 1 o or 11 ): iaolated occlll'ffnce. 
TILL (u ln Unit 12 or 13 ): laolated. occurrence. 
PEAT: ia:>lated oceurrunca . 
<± D .1 mile reliahillt)' 
<±. O .2 mile rallablllty 
LITHOLOGIC CONTACTS 
Not accuiately located ln the field; .ume drawn only on tbe basb ot feature1 obtetved on topographic 
m11ps o:r aerial photOBrapb.s; some 11H padat:lonal (U b9tween UntU 5 and l O ). 
GEOMORPHIC SYMBOLS 
SLOPE SYMBOLS: May be combined tor llopes ttat au believed io h1V8 a oomplex orta:ln. 
SCARP: Hak:hurea point downhill: uNd fo:r slope top1 ot U11.SPOCtf1ed ortctn and fo1 minor c:hanneb; 
Includes botb modem channel& aod soma cut more than 1 o ,t DO yean aao; ntllablllty tb• -• u Unit• 
22,2 J ,and24. 
~}O~i!~~~~?:NJ!~t; ~~:.:-J!t~s2 ~~1:: .4~n2 ~pe and toward the previous location 
SLOPE TOP, BURIED ICE-CONTACT FACE: Stagnant cJa.cial tce was buried by ltdlment: otberw• 
like UDi126. 
SLOPE TOP, MAJOR DRAINAGE CHANNEL Cur MORE THAN I0,000 YEARS AGO: Hakhurea 
point dowll.hill 
SLOPE TOP.EXISTING PRIOR TO THE LAST GLACIAL ADVANCE: Hatchw:espoioidownhW. 
SWPE TOP, SHOREUNE OF GLACIAL LAKE SOURIS; Hatchw:e1 point down hW; approldmate 
elevatio.11 llhown in feet; teliability tba same as um.ts 2 2 and 13. 
BOTTOM OF SLOPE: Arrows point down bill: tellabWW tbe MIile u UDitl U and 3 a. 
FRECKLED RPP"lill&nCE! on aerlal phoWgrapbs; IH dacuu:lon in tll:ii:t: may be c.aui,ed by locally 
lnteue activity of bur?ow!ni IIDi.mal.s.. 
FEATURES COMPOSED,OR WITII A SURFACE COVERING, OF TILL (as in Units 12, 13, or ISj 
STREAMLINED HILL: Unit 13, 14. or 15 la shown if the bill lll lute enour;b to map at this o,c:ale; if 
1:b.e bill ls too nurow, • line 1ymbol ls iaed; brown indicet.e, !l.lJ"face litboloey u in Unit I 2 or 1 3, led 
indlca1es surface litboloey as in Unit 16 : eloneat.e p11:rallel to and arrow pointio& in tbe directlon of 
Inferred Ice movement. 
ESKER: Un.it I 2 or I 3 la lhowu if the hill U larr;e enough to map a l this o,c:ale; il the esker b too 
nurow tbe liDe qmbol ls u.ed; a sinuou., wmelime, branchi.11&. ridr;e a.uumed to follow the tr11Ce of a 
fnnner slream developed on or wiUlin stagnant &laclal Ice: nonnally prominent on aerial phOto'111PhL 
LINEAR TILL RIDGES: Brown indkate, sw:face litholo2y as in Unit 12 or l 3: red indicates 11.1rface 
litbololilY as :In Unit 15; most either dls1nt111i1111tlon ridees or washboard moninea: mey Include 90me 
featl.lrea that Ille actually ed<er,; low rid1es e few 11:!et high; nnnnaUy prominent on aerial photographs; 
may be difticu.lt to see on the eround; normally eloaa;ate at right a.nglea to ilacier movement. 
''CIRCULAR" DISINTEGRATION RIDGES: Surface lithology u in Unit n or u; also called 
"dou.gbnutl"; low rid.gel a few f~t hi&h: norm.ally ptominent on aerial pbotoerapba; may be dilficult 
to .ee on thli! ground; dubed 1f covered with a veneer of lake ,ed.iment (u ln Unit 2 ). 
FEATURES COMPOSED OF SAND OR GRAVEL (asin Units 6, 9, 10,or 11) 
ESKER: The same u Unit.II U and I 7 ezcept that they are known lo contain stteam fedlment: see tile 
desci:iptlon of Unit O on tbe map Sediment Origin: may h a ve a veneer of till. 
POSSIBLE SHORELINE OEPOSrrS: May be beach or bar depolliis; .ee discu.uio.11 of Unit eon the 
map Sud.iment Origin. 
STABILIZED EOUAN DUNES: Veeeta tion-anchored wind-blown sand. 
MISCELLANEOUS FEATIJRES 
LAKES OR PONDS NORMALLY CONTAINING WATER: May include some areu that would be 
llhown u Unit 1 io 4zy yean: Nd.lment deacribed in tbe dl.iscussion DI Unit A on tbe map Sediment 0-. 
LINEATIONS: On fl.at 01 undu.Ial.lng surfaces tbat were once beneath the surf .. ce of i111Cial Laite 
Solua; may be drag mark1 formed by wind-blowll ice tloalln1 on the lake, wind-,cow: (derlatlon) 
feature., OI subilacial lineaiiona cauaed hy the advance of the Souritl Rlvff lobe. 
VERY LOW RIDGES: On flat or undulattn& mrface oflak.e lJOOiment:obviowi on aerial pboto&raPh1; 
Vety difficult to see on tbe ground; probably a~ Units 11, ia, 19 or 4 3 buried beueath a thin layer of 
Lake lltdlment (as in Unit t or 3 ). 
MAJOR SCOUR MARKS: Formed by 1tream1 durlni the last deelaclatlon; see diamusfon of Unit Mon 
the map Sediment Oriein. 
MINOR SCOUR MARKS; Otberwbe like Unit 49. 
Numbered U.S., State, or County roads 
Other graded and drained roads 
Dry-weather roads , fann 1oads, and jeep trails 
Gcavel pit 
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